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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine what support and programmatic changes
high school teachers view as necessary for the successful implementation of a
mainstreaming program as described in the Regular Education Initiative (REO. The
REI is a position statement from the U.S. Department of Education, Office of Special
Education and Rehabilitation Services, that calls for a new partnership between regular
and special educators in addressing the needs of all children with learning problems,
including those with disabling conditions.

This study utilized the standardized focus group interview method to determine the
opinions of high school general education and special education teachers regarding the
resources, professional development, and programmatic changes that would support an
increase in mainstreaming of students with learning disabilities (LD). Several
unanticipated themes emerged in the interviews, giving indications of teachers' beliefs
about students with LD, changes in the structure of the general education classroom
with mainstreamed students, LD as a viable category of special education, and reactions
to assumptions found in the REI.

Teachers were largely un supportive of changes suggested in the REI, believing that
they were unprepared to deal with students with special needs, and preferring to retain
the continuum of services provided by a special education department. Beliefs about
LD as a special education category, and attitudes toward students with LD were largely
positive. Although teachers' understanding of what constitutes a learning disability was
inconsistent and vague, there was agreement in the viability of this special education
-r
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category. Teachers reported positive reactions toward students with LD and
appreciation for the services that accompany them into the general education classroom.

In response to the research questions, teachers preferred the presence of a special
education teacher in the general education classroom or access to special education
personnel, over more materials or texts.

There was some speculation that general

education teachers, while willing to adjust some classroom practices for students with
different learning styles, were less committed to the prospect of reconceptuaIizing the
knowledge base of general education teachers, preferring to rely on the presence of
special education teachers for specialized strategies and materials.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

In what has been called the "second wave of reform," schools are being asked to hold
students accountable to a higher set of standards in order to better this nation's position
in an increasingly competitive global market. Educators and non-educators alike talk of
a national standardized curriculum and stricter accountability so that schools can
produce children who will be competitive in the work force.

Several interest groups find fault with this movement and view it as further
disenfranchising those students who are not able to meet current curriculum standards.
There are many groups of such "special needs," or "at-risk"
attention.

popUlations deserving

This study will deal with those students identified as "learning disabled"

(LD) , a category of special education.

Given the movement toward higher standards and stricter accountability, the population
of students with learning disabilities stands out as a group who will be unable to meet
the higher standards. Considering that studies show up to 4 % of ~c~ool children are
identified and served as LD (McLesky, 1992), this becomes a legitimate concern. The
opportunity exists for this and other special needs populations to be overlooked in a
zealous effort to improve schools.
popUlation will be met.

The question arises as to how the needs of this

A growing group of authors asks what will happen to these

students who do not meet the new standards.
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The National Joint Committee on Learning Disabilities (1991) explored some of the
implications of refonn movements for students with LD. They claim that as stricter
standards are implemented, it is likely that more students will fail to meet the higher
standards and will be identified as LD. This ever-increasing population is likely to be
at risk of dropping out of school. As schools are judged largely on the ability of their
students to meet unifonn standards, the development of a variety of curricular options
and instructional strategies may be less likely. In addition, the development of more
rigid standards will keep many students with LD from becoming eligible for
postsecondary programs, creating fewer opportunities for them as adults.

In the last 15 years, extensive research has been conducted in the field of learning
disabilities; however, there are a large number of researchers who claim that "learning
disabilities" is still a poorly defined tenn.

A large number of studies point to

inconsistencies in definitions of what constitutes a learning disability (McNutt, 1986;
Shepard, Smith & Vojir, 1983; Ysseldyke & Algozzine, 1983), and problems in
ope rationalizing the definition in school settings (Finlan, 1992).

Practitioners and

researchers agree that the one thing students with LD share is poor perfonnance in
school, and yet research has shown that current definitions have proved ineffective in
differentiating students with LD from other low-achieving students (Ysseldyke,
Algozzine & Epps, 1983; Ysseldyke & Algozzine, 1983). In addition, researchers point

to the variability of needs within the popUlation of students with learning disabilities.
While there is research to testify that a small percentage of students with LD do exhibit
signs of minimal brain dysfunction (Hynd, Marshall & Gonzalez, 1991), the research
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also supports that for most students with LD, the reason for limited success in school is
largely undetermined.

Indeed, a relatively new group of authors posits that the category of learning disabilities
is not a neurogenic condition at all, but a "socially constructed" notion (Christensen,
Gerber & Everhart, 1986; Coles, 1987; Sleeter, 1986). That is, they argue that the
term has been devised as a form of social protection to legitimize the failure of able,
white students to meet school standards and as a method of deflecting criticism from
the school environment to the individual child. These authors argue that time has been
lost in a vain search for a within-child explanation for learning disabilities, while the
role of societal expectations, institutional factors, and family background have been
undermined.

Criticism has not been limited to the area of learning disabilities. Indeed, the current
national state of affairs suggests that the entire field of special education is undergoing
a process of rethinking and revisioning.

Evidence can be found in a movement

formally referred to as the Regular Education Initiative (REI).

The REI is a school reform effort that was introduced and promoted by the Department
of Education in the last decade. The initiative recommends major changes in the
manner with which low-achieving students are being identified and served. Proponents
of the REI claim that it is the responsibility of schools to provide comprehensive
services for all students who fail to learn, based on individual needs, and not based on
eligibility for special programs (Will, 1986). Some authors have suggested a merger of
special education (SE) and general education (GE) into a unified system that would
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eliminate costly and time-consuming identification procedures and allow SE and GE
teachers to combine efforts and resources to the advantage of all students in the regular
classroom setting (Gartner & Lipsky, 1987; Lipsky & Gartner, 1987; Reynolds, Wang
& Walberg, 1987; Stainback & Stainback, 1984). Their proposals advocate for

increased training and resources (including access to personnel and expertise formerly
relegated to SE departments). Consequently, GE teachers will be more able and willing
to accept students with diverse needs in the regular classroom (Nevin & Thousand,
1987; Wang & Birch, 1984).

A relatively new group of authors has advanced the debate even beyond those of REI
proponents. Supporters of this movement call for "inclusive schools" where the
provision of SE settings is eliminated entirely and replaced by a cadre of specialists
who would follow children with special needs into the mainstream (Fuchs & Fuchs,
1994). Though inclusionists appear to speak for all special needs populations, recent
position statements by the National loint Committee on Learning Disabilities (1993)
and the Learning Disabilities Assocation (1993) have reiterated support for maintaining
a continuum of SE services.

These claims by REI and inclusion proponents have sparked much debate.

Some

authors are cautious about overall reform of a system that took decades to build, while
others outright deny the validity of claims made by REI proponents (Gerber, 1988;
Kauffman, Gerber & Semmel, 1988; Messinger, 1985; Semmel & Gerber, 1990).
These authors claim that a GE setting is not in the best interest of some students with
disabilities. GE teachers will neither be able nor willing to accommodate an ever wider
range of ability levels. Teachers feel they, alone, are not accountable for what goes on
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in schools: administrators, institutional factors, which teachers have no control over,
lack of resources, and societal demands may undermine a teacher's efforts to
accommodate difficult-to-teach students.

In general, these authors claim that the

current press for higher academic standards is incompatible with the press for wider
variation in abilities in the classroom (Kauffman, Gerber, & Semmel, 1988; Zigmond,

1990).

Researchers have asked teachers about their reactions to claims made in the REI.
Teachers report general dissatisfaction with the assumptions and proposals. They
indicate support for current pull-out programs (Coates, 1989; Semmel, Abernathy,
Butera & Lesar, 1991). GE teachers view their first teaching priority as maximizing the
mean performance of the over-all class, as opposed to concentrating resources on the
least able learners (Schumm & Vaughn, in press). They indicate that adaptations in
materials and instruction are neither desirable nor feasible (Schumm & Vaughn, 1991,
1992a, in press).

In fact, when asked what changes should be made in current SE

service delivery models, teachers indicate a desire for more pull-out programs and
faster identification procedures (Coates, 1989).

The high school setting has been found to be particularly challenging for students with
LD. Zigmond (1990) suggests that only recently have high school students with LD
been recognized as a population with distinct characteristics and programming needs,
due to differences in the high school setting as compared to the elementary setting.
High school students increasingly face more complex content matter, limited contact
with teachers, a lack of instruction required to ameliorate skill deficits, and increased
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pressure to meet standards for graduation and college entrance (Schumaker & Deshler,
1988).

Research on general high school teachers' attitudes toward students with LD in regular
classes indicates that they feel ill-prepared in terms of training and resources to deal
with increased variability. Teachers indicate a belief that their primary function is to
prepare students for life after high school, and that, in light of this objective,
specialized treatment is detrimental to students (Schumm & Vaughn, 1992a, in press).
Teachers indicate that they are tolerant of the idea of integrating students who do not
present behavioral difficulties, but are not willing to make extensive changes in
curriculum or materials. Indeed, studies that looked at the experiences of high school
students with LD in mainstreamed classes indicate that these students can expect little to
be done that is instructionally different for them (Zigmond, Levin & Laurie, 1985).

The implementation of the REI in any form can be viewed as a problem of changing
school culture, rather than one of technical innovation. Changes suggested in the REI
literature involve making teachers more responsive to student diversity.

Prominent

theories of school change suggest that the task of changing school culture involves a
restructuring of norms of behavior, e,;.pectalioIlS, and beliefs (pullan, 1981; Fullan &
Stiegelbauer, 1991; Popkewitz, 1978). Many authors have characterized this process as
a negotiation of a new order among participants. Fullan, Bennett, & Rolheiser-Bennett
(1990) suggests that what is needed is a collaborative "culture of change" wherein
innovation is encouraged and supported.
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Cuban (1988) has characterized those changes that alter the fundamental goals and
structure of an organization as second order changes that require careful planning in
order to maximize success. Changes called for in the REI suggest that teachers' roles
will be redefined with respect to each other and to students and parents. What where
once two systems with separate funding and management may become merged. What
was traditionally thought of as two different realms of expertise may be redefined as
one. This study is built on the assumption that the changes outlined in the REI
constitute a second order change.

In light of a growing movement toward'increased student integration and the possibility
of a merger of SE and GE, it is suggested that general classroom teachers can expect
more students with learning disabilities to spend greater time in the regular setting.
Many authors have argued that these teachers must be afforded the training and
resources to assist them in meeting this challenge. If appropriate support is not built
into reform efforts, students with LD can expect what has been the norm - little ,
support, few accommodations, decreased attendance, and increased drop-out. Teachers
are the on-line professionals who are being asked to carry out a reform effort to
increase mainstreaming. These pro ssionals, then, must become an integral part of the
planning, designing, and preparatio of reform efforts.

Kauffman, Gerber & Semmel (1988 have pointed out that lacking from the research on
the implementation of the REI is

attempt to reflect the attitudes of GE teachers

toward proposed changes in the stru ture of SE.
Strangely absent from the model of teaching that are implicitly assumed by
most REI proponents is a reali tic model of the cognitive operations of
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persons who actually teach. Our concern, therefore, is that enough respect
be shown for regular classroom teachers to ask them what they perceive,
based on teaching practice, is feasible, desirable, and in the best interests of
students. (p. 9)

Teachers have been asked about their reactions to REI claims and about
accommodations they would make for students with LD in their classes, but, at present,
no information is avaiIable concerning high school teachers' perceptions of what
support they would need to facilitate an increase in the number of students with LD in
the mainstream setting. It may be that, as proponents of the REI have suggested, with
optimum use of SE and GE facilities, appropriate program design, and additional
training, GE and SE teachers would be able and willing to offer students with LD an
environment designed to meet their needs. As yet, teachers have not been asked what
types of support, programs, and t::raiIUng would benefit them in their effort to
accommodate these students.

Semmel, Abernathy, Butera & Lesar (1991) also draw attention to the lack of response
from classroom teachers.
Our observations suggest that the REI debate is a phenomenon primarily
restricted within a special education policy and academic context. There is
too little evidence of regular and special educators' views of the issues
reflected in the current debate. (p. 11)
This study will contribute to the research on teachers' attitudes by utilizing interviews
to elicit high school teachers' opinions, attitudes, and concerns about administrative
support and programs needed to implement increased mainstreaming of students with
LD. Teachers will be asked what types of in-service/professional development and
resources are needed, and what types of programming are optimal.
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Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to find out what high school teachers say is needed in
terms of resources, in-service/professional development, and programmatic changes in
order to create a climate wherein general and special education teachers can better
accommodate individual needs of students with LD in the mainstream setting.

Research Questions

This study addresses the following research questions:
1. What are the perceptions of general and special education high school teachers
concerning the resources needed to implement an increase in integration of
students with LD?
2. What are the perceptions of general and special education high school teachers
concerning the in-service/staff development needed to implement an increase in
integration of students with LD?
3. What programmatic changes do teachers express as potentially beneficial in an
program designed to increase integration of students with LD'?
4. What are the areas of consensus and diversity between special educators and
general educators regarding programmatic changes and necessary resources and
in-service/professional development'?
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Significance of the Study
Criticism of current SE models of service delivery has contributed to the development
of such efforts as the REI. Critical to the assumptions outlined in the REI is a blending
of GE and SE efforts to meet the needs of all students. Inherent in this proposition is
the assumption that teachers will find such a proposal palatable, feasible, and in the
best interest of students. Reformists cannot assume that teachers will be in agreement
with the proposed changes. It is critical to this reform effort that the opinions of the
professionals who will be assigned the task of implementation be considered. As Cohen
(1988) has pointed out, it is relatively easy for teachers to close their classroom doors
and ignore innovations that are inconsistent with their views.

Results of this study

should yield information gained from teachers that would inform the process of
innovation design aimed at integrating difficult-to-teach students.

Limitations and Definitions

Limitations
1. This study was limited to the views 'of teachers in one high school. There may be
significant differences in high school teachers' opinions that are dependent on what
types of programming and resources are available in a given school.

2. Given that the study was on a voluntary basis, required one hour of time, and was
identified as a SE study, it must be acknowledged that the views of this group of
teachers may not be representative of the larger population of teachers at this
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school. It may be that there is a correlation between teacher willingness. to
participate and the types of responses given at the interview, which would have
affected the results of this study.

3. Frequently, high school teachers are not aware of which of their students are
classified as LO and which are other SE categories, or students who are difficult-toteach, but not SE. At the school in which this study was conducted, teachers had
not received consistent information identifying SE students for the previous five
years. Therefore, it can be expected that when teachers are asked about experiences
with students with LO, their respOnses may be generated by experiences with
students who have other disabilities or degrees of difficult-to-teach. This must be
taken into consideration when analyzing results. It is believed, however, that the
information gained would still contribute to the development of a program designed
to meet the needs of students with LO.

Definitions

Several terms to be used in this study require definitions:

1. "Resources" is meant to include those services and commodities that could be made
available to teachers, such as personnel, texts, time, and information (i.e. IEPs,
psychological reports, teacher resource books).

2. "Programs" are those services offered to special education students by the special
education department of a given high school. These programs could include a self-
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contained class, resource class, learning strategies class, co-op teaching, tutoring
programs, counseling, and vocational preparation. "Programmatic changes", then
are changes in the array of services offered by a SE department

3. "Co-op" refers to a GE class taught cooperatively by a SE and GE teacher.

4. "CORE" is defmed as a SE class where students receive assistance on GE class
assignments and learning strategies to assist them in the GE setting.

Plan for Reporting the Study

Chapter 1 has presented the statement of the problem, the purpose and significance of
the study, the limitations and defmitions of terms, and the research questions to be
addressed. Chapter 2 will present a review of the literature related to the topic. Chapter
3 wi)) describe the research methodology. Chapter 4 will describe the interview data.
Chapter 5 will present a summary of the data, implications and recommendations for
practice and further research.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

For the purpose of this study, the literature review addressed the following topics: 1) an
historical overview and definition of learning disabilities, 2) criticisms of special
education, 3) a proposed merger of special education and general education and the
Regular Education Initiative, 4) inclusion, 5) teacher attitudes toward the Regular
Education Initiative and main streaming , 6) perceptions of high school teachers
regarding the Regular Education Initiative, and 7) school change.

Historical Overview and Definition of Learning Disabilities

In 1975, the Education for All Handicapped Children Act (P.L. 94-142) was enacted
by Congress. This legislation guaranteed provision of free and appropriate services for
handicapped children who previously had been excluded from public education. In the
decades since the implementation of P.L. 94-142, there has been an increase in the
number of students who have been referred and placed in special education programs.
The greatest increase in placement has been in the category of learning disabilities
(LD). The National Center for Education Statistics reported that in 1963, none of the
1,431,520 handicapped children was labeled LD (National Center for Education
Statistics, 1966). In the 1990-91 school year, 2.1 million (5 % of the general
popUlation) were classified as learning disabled (National Center for Education
Statistics, 1993).
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The Federal defmition specifies that a learning disability "means a disorder in one or
more of the basic psychological processes involved in understanding or in using
language, spoken, or written, which may manifest itself in an imperfect ability to
listen, think, speak, read, write, spell, or to do mathematical calculations". In addition,
it must be established that "a severe discrepancy exists between ability and

achievement" and that "the discrepancy is not the result of other known handicapping
conditions or of environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantages" (USOE, 1977, p.
65083-65084) .

In 1981 the National Joint Committee for Learning Disabilities (NJCLD) adopted the
following definition:
Learning disabilities is a generic term that refers to a heterogeneous group of
disorders manifested by significant difficulties in the acquisition and use of
listening, speaking, reading, writing, reasoning, or mathematical abilities.
These disorders are intrinsic to the individual and are presumed to be due to
central nervous system dysfunction. Even though a learning disability may
occur concomitantly with other handicapping conditions (e.g., sensory
impairment, mental retardation, social, or emotional disturbance) or
environmental
influences
(e.g.,
cultural
differences,
inSUfficient/inappropriate instruction, psychogenic factors), it is not the
direct result of these conditions or influences. (Hammill, Leigh, McNutt, &
Larsen, 1981, p. 336)
Although this definition has been endorsed by the NJeLD, it is not an operational
definition because it does not specify the operations or procedures by which the
construct of LD can be recognized and measured. In fact, the field of LD has been
plagued by the difficulty in translating conceptual definitions of LD into assessment
procedures that are defensible from either a scientific or practical viewpoint. This lack
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of operational defmition has resulted in accusations that identification of students has
been arbitrary and inconsistent.

Kavale & Forness (1985) analyzed definitions of LD from a variety of sources and
found five common elements: 1) the definitions rely on a medical model in that the
disability is attributed to a deficit in the child, 2) learning disabilities are caused by or
associated with neurological dysfunction, 3) academic difficulties are related to
psychological process disturbances, 4) LD is associated with academic failure, and 5)
LD is not due primarily to other handicapping conditions. The authors point out that
only the forth assumption has been operationally defined (as a discrepancy between
ability and achievement), and is the predominant criterion for LD classification.

McNutt (1986) performed a content analysis of the definition for LD used by state
educational agencies, using categories from the federal definition for the analysis. She
concluded that though there were broad areas of consensus, there was little unanimity
between states. The components that are difficult to implement or controversial (such
as a process deficit or a neurological dysfunction) were seldom used in the criteria for
identification even though they were in the federal definition, indicating that
professionals believe they are theoretically sound but difficult to measure.

Hynd, Marshall, & Gonzalez (1991) report findings from research involving
postmortem studies of the brain and brain imaging studies of individuals with specific
disabilities in reading (dyslexia).

The literature indicates that there is evidence of

neurological anomalies in brain morphology patterns that are likely due to deviation in
neurodevelopmental processes during fetal development. They suggest that an as yet
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unidentified factor appears to alter the normal process of cellular migration and
placement of neurons in the fetus; however, these authors limit their findings only to
those students with dyslexia.

As a means to unravel the paradoxical evidence, Kavale, Forness, & Lorsbach (1991)
have suggested that the definition of LD should not be construed as real in the sense
that it specifies an essence for LD, but that it does posses a heuristic value in that it
represents an agreed upon meaning. They construe the definition of LD as stipulative
in that assumptions are adopted without proof of their Validity or invalidity in a formal
sense (e.g. a processing deficit); there is no guarantee that the stipulations are true,
only that a significant degree of agreement has been achieved. These authors point out,
though, that while the definition is useful, it may be right or wrong, and can lead to a
false sense of understanding. They point out that a stipulative definition allows business
to continue as usual, but that further debate about a definition of LD must center on
theoretically derived statements proven valid or invalid.

Swanson (1991), editor of the l&arnine Disability Quarter~, states his position in a
special issue of the Quarterly dedicated to the development of an operational definition
of LD. Operating from an information processing perspective, Swanson suggests that
those in the field of LD reformulate their conceptual definitions within the context of
learning theory, reconceptualize what an operational definition will include, ensure that
the definition emanates from a sound theoretical framework that captures the processes
of learning as well as the context in which learning occurs, and establish valid and
reliable measures based on the reformulated definition.

..
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Criticism of the Current Special Education Model
The growth in number of students served as LD has drawn attention to this category of
special education students and questions have arisen over the validity of the category.
A variety of definitions of "learning disability" currently is in use. The numbers and
types of individuals identified as LD appear to vary greatly as a function of the
particular definition used. The definition of LD has been problematic because the quest
for a consistent measurable deficit common to all students labeled as LD has been
elusive, resulting in the use of multiple and varied criteria for identification. The only
consistent defining characteristic has been poor performance in school, but this
characteristic is shared by many low-achievers who do not quality for LD programs.

Particu!arly in the last decade, educators, parents, and researchers have found
numerous criticisms of the current special education model.

Authors cite lack of

evidence that pull-out programs provide a better learning environment than regular
classes, inconsistent and inaccurate identification procedures, the costliness of screening
procedures, the large numbers of at-risk students who do not fit into compartmentalized
programs, the stigmatization of pull-out programs, frequent lowered expectations of SE
programs, the inefficiency of a dual educational system, and the lack of cooperation
between general and special educators.

The field of learning disabilities (LD) , specifically, has been described as being
characterized by a lack of consensus on the basic issues of identification, assessment,
and programming. Practitioners and researchers have been unable to distinguish
between LD and low-achieving students (Ysseldyke & Algozzine, 1983; Ysseldyke,
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Algozzine & Epps, 1983). Assessment is costly, inefficient, misused and frequently
inaccurate (Algozzine & Ysseldyke, 1983). Pull-out programs have been criticized for
promoting the perception of learning problems as solely the result of student deficits
rather than faulty learning environments.

Special education classes have been

characterized as having higher rates of disruption, less homework, and lower
expectations for students (Reynolds & Lakin, 1987). Special education programs have
not produced greater academic achievement among participants than have regular class
alternatives (Madden & Slavin, 1983). As the single largest category of handicapped
students, the problem of misclassification becomes a serious concern when considering
the presence of financial incentives to label students, as with the funding under PL 94142.

Finlan (1992) argues that the number of students labeled as LD will probably continue
to rise due to the lack of an operational definition of LD and the difficulty of
distinguishing between LD and low-achieving students based on past practices.

He

suggests that to minimize the misclassification of students would require the adoption of
an operational definition of severe discrepancy, but admits that the most effective
method for doing so has not been determined.

Ysseldyke & A1gozzine (1983) argue that the search for the definition of LD has been
largely unproductive and has cast doubt on the field. They point out that the definition
of LD does not fit the requisite conditions of a classification system; that is, that there
are characteristics both universal to every member of a group and specific to only those
members of a group who exhibit the phenomena being studied.

In order to be

applicable to the realities of school life, a definition must identify those characteristics
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which are inclusive and exclusive to LD.

Their studies indicate that identification

procedures are inconsistent and frequently inaccurate.

As an example, one of their studies showed that, when given profiles of scores on
psychometric measures, SE personnel were unable to differentiate between lowachieving students and students labeled learning disabled 50% of the time (Epps,
Ysseldyke & McGue, 1981). They suggest that schools abandon designing systems to
qualify students for special programs, and begin asking what services can be made
available for !ill children failing in school.

In addition to criticism about the definition of LD, there is mounting concern over the
identification process, as practitioners attempt to implement the definition within the
practical reality of schools. In a review of research on assessment and decision-making
practices, Ysseldyke (1983) reports that when a teacher refers a student for
psychoeducational evaluation, the probability is very high that the student will be
declared eligible for special education and, secondly, that there is little relationship
between the extent to which available data support eligibility and the decision actually
made by the team. In other words, the assessment process is largely teacher-driven and
eligibility decisions are dependent on factors other than scores on psychometric
measures.

Ysseldyke recommends that practitioners spend more time on designing

interventions in the classroom in order to reduce time-consuming evaluations and
improve instruction for children in the classroom.

In other research, Algozzine & Ysseldyke (1983) suggest that as the concept of LD
became increasingly more difficult to define, attempts to make the concept more
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sophisticated became popular, rather than questioning the concept itself. This has led
researchers and practitioners to devise ever more scientific methods for identifying
students with LD. This has resulted in reliance on what these authors consider to be an
ill-founded basis for identifying children as LD.

They suggest that the process of

qualifying students based on a discrepancy between ability and achievement is invalid
in that we know very little about the distribution of discrepancies in the general
population. In other words, they argue that there may be an equally large number of
children with discrepancies between ability and achievement who are not categorized
for services.

Shepard, Smith & Vojir (1983) attempted to describe the characteristics of students
identified as LD. They found that fewer than half of their sample had characteristics
associated with the federal or professional literature definitions of LD and that 57 % of
the students with LD did not match the eligibility requirements for the state.

They

found that included in their sample of students with LD were pupils characterized as
hyperactive, brain injured, mildly mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, and other
handicaps. These researchers concluded that the LD label is often applied to a student
for the purpose of qualifying the student for services but that this does not make the
label a dependable sign of the disability, but, instead, contributes to confounding the
effort to achieve a valid construct. The meaning of learning disabilities, they claim,
will remain elusive as long as the label is used for such an extreme variety of learning
problems.

Ames (1983) has suggested, based on her research, that a large percentage of those
children identified as LD are children who have been overplaced in school. She
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recommends that school personnel consider the possibility that a child experiencing
learning problems may simply be too immature for the work of the grade in which the
child is placed.

Some authors have questioned the viability of learning disabilities as a within-child,
neurogenic condition (Christensen, Gerber, & Everhart, 1986; Coles, 1987; Nakken,
Van Gernert, & Zandberg, 1992). The controversy over a neurogenic cause of LD has
led researchers to examine other factors that may contribute to an explanation of school
failure. These authors have in common a focus on the social and political realities of
schools and the constructed nature of student status. They argue that the traditional
explanation of LD fails to account for a myriad of social and interactive factors which
affect a student's performance in school and is inadequate for the task of determining
who is LD and who is not.

Richardson, Ursula, Placier, & Guilfoyle (1989) studied the effects of teacher beliefs
on the status of at-risk students.

Although this study did not deal specifically with

students with LD, it does contribute significantly to the body of literature on social
construction as it relates to difficult-to-teach children. The researchers questioned the
degree to which different teachers agreed on identification of a student as at-risk and
the permanency of that status. Teachers' perceptions of at-risk status appeared to be
socially constructed; they did not agree on who was at-risk, they had differing criteria
for determining at-risk status, and a student's designation as at-risk might change in the
course of a year. Students were not always identified as at-risk across all settings; the
determination depended on an interaction between child characteristics, classroom
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factors, and school factors.

Richardson and her colleagues called this interaction of

factors the "social constructivist model. "

This interactive perspective was first written about by Coles (1987).

He critically

examined the field of LD because he felt the neurological-deficit theory was inadequate
in accounting for the increase in evidence pointing away from biological explanations.
He cites numerous studies which show support for the affect of family relationships,
interactions between teachers and students, and early grade experiences on the
development of LD. He concludes that cognitive ability and background alone are not
deterministic of LD, but that an "interactive" view is needed which includes social
organization, power, practices, and ideology as contributors to the conditions of
educational failure.

Christensen, Gerber, & Everhart (1986) focused on the concept of LD and the manner
in which the premises underlying this concept affect research and practice.

These

authors discard the traditional medicaIlpsychological model which finds a dysfunction
or pathology in the child that is responsible for the child's failure to learn. In fact, they
suggest that this model of psychological deviance has been successful at masking the
underlying sociological forces present in schools and drawn attention away from the
. school and toward the child, thereby thwarting efforts to determine what school
environmental factors contribute to the student's failure. They propose a sociological
perspective which they feel can begin to address the institutional forces which affect the
identification of students.
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Those institutional factors which contribute to student failure include a) institutional
rigidity in response to student diversity in learning style, developmental level, and
interests, b) a middle-class bias in school materials, and c) inadequate teaching.
Rarely, these authors point out, are these factors considered in traditional attempts to
explain student failure.

Sleeter (1986) reinterprets the history of LO and situates it in the context of the
movement to reform education after Sputnik. She asks why the category came about
and whose interests it has served. In the post-Sputnik decades schools responded to
increased criticism with raised standards. This created a larger group of students who
could not meet the standards, particularly in reading ability. White middle class parents
and educators who saw their failing children as different from poor or minority children
pressed for the creation of a category that lacked the stigma attached to the existing
groups (slow learners, mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed, and culturally
deprived).

In Sleeter's opinion, by defining LO in terms of organic causality and

normal range IQ scores, as opposed to emotional or environmental factors or
subnormal intelligence, the white middle class was able to preserve its superior status
and view failure as a result of brain dysfunction. White middle class parents found LO
a more palatable substitute for other categories. She argues that the need still exists to
focus greater attention on how to teach children rather than how to categorize those
who don't learn well and to shift our perspective from the failings of individuals to a
critique of our expectations of children.
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A Proposed Mereer of Special Education and General Education
and the Regular Education Initiative

These criticisms of the SE system have resulted in an appeal by some for the merger of
special and general education into a more unified system, capable of addressing the
needs of all low-achieving. students. These authors contend that categorization into SE
programs lacks precision, places the focus on student deficits instead of faulty learning
environments, utilizes categories that are scientifically indefensible, requires excess
fonnal assessment procedures, contributes to stigmatization of students, and
discourages sharing of knowledge and practices among general and special educators.

These problems were given national attention in 1986 by Madeline Will, Secretary of
the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services, in her report to the
Secretary of Education, William Bennett. The report, entitled Educatin& Students with
Leamin& Problems--A Shared Responsibility: A Report to the SecretaIy, presented a
number of recommendations to better meet the needs of all students within an
integrated system of special and general education. She points out that there needs to
be a more efficient use of resources to accommodate the ever-increasing number of
students who fail to learn through conventional methods. This report and a paper by
Wang, Reynolds, and Walberg (1986) heightened the effort to mainstream mild to
moderately handicapped students into regular classes, which is commonly referred to as
the Regular Education Initiative (herein referred to as the REI).

In Will's report, she recommends that building level administrators be empowered to

utilize available resources to provide appropriate, comprehensive services for all
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students, based on individual needs, not eligibility for special programs. Special and
general education programs would form a partnership to collectively contribute
knowledge, skills and resources to address individual students' learning problems
before reaching the point of failure in the educational system. Systematic identification
and intervention would occur at the early elementary levels.

Curriculum-based

assessment should be used to assess the strengths and weaknesses of each child for
instructional planning purposes. Will directs attention to the effective schools research
for its methods of organizing and delivering instruction which are superior to traditional
practices, and suggests the use of parent advisory boards to facilitate parent
involvement.

Some authors have seen Will's work (1984; 1986) as a rationale for the merger of
special and general education. This merger is based on the lack of GE alternatives to
meet the needs of underachievers, the questionable effectiveness of current practices in
SE, and the inefficiency of maintaining a dual system of education. Many authors argue
that what is needed is a unified system that is more efficient and cost effective and that
addresses the failures of the present arrangement (Gartner & Lipsky, 1987; Lipsky &
Gartner, 1987; Reynolds, Wang & Walberg, 1987; Stainback & Stainback, 1984).
These authors contend that students are more alike than different, and that one system
can meet the needs of all students.

Moreover, these authors reject the notion of a

deviancy model where the problem lies in the individual and resolution lies solely in a
treatment of the individual. Although Will does not specifically call for a merger of
general and special education, she does outline a partnership of shared resources and
responsibility for students.
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Stainback and Stainback (1984) provide a rationale for the merger of special and
general education. They contend that the instructional needs of students do not warrant
a dual system. A dual system creates artificial barriers between people, divides
resources, personnel, and advocacy potential, creates competition and costly duplication
of services, and hinders teachers from sharing necessary instructional knowledge. They
argue that individualized services are necessary for all students, not just a specified,
separate group. In a consolidated system, the emphasis would be on instructional
assessment and program planning for all students, as opposed to classification and
eligibility. As Stainback and Stainback describe a unified system:
... by consolidating all curricular offerings into one unified system, any
student would have access to any of the classes, individualized tutoring,
support personnel, and material adaptations now offered in special and
regular education. (p. 106)

In a 1987 article, Stainback and Stainback respond to Will's (1986) proposals with
strong agreement, but comment on two of the recommendations. They warn that the
responsibility for change not be placed too heavily on the shoulders of building
administrators. These administrators are bound by current laws, regulations, and funds
and cannot affect comprehensive changes without support from universities, state
departments, and the Office of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services.

Secondly, these authors take Will's (1986) concept of a partnership a step further to a
consolidation of special and general education. "That is, given the goal of approaching
all students as individuals and meeting their needs through combining special and
regular education resources, there is no reason to retain the special and regular labels
for students, educators, or programs" (p. 67).

Maintaining a dual system is
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unnecessary and, furthermore, detrimental in its ability to stigmatize students with use
of labels and to overlook the right to a free and appropriate education for ~ student.
The use of labeling can also lead to artificial barriers to communication and cooperation
among educators and the deindividuaIization and stereotyping of students.

A frequent criticism of the extant SE model is that the criteria for inclusion leave many
needy students out and unfairly qualify others.
inconsistent and inaccurate.

Critics have called such procedures

Reynolds, Wang & Walberg (1987) coined the term

"disjointed incrementalism" to describe what happens when a series of narrowly framed
programs is established, each program well-justified, but based on the assumption that
it does not interact with other programs.

Each program has its own eligibility,

accountability, funding, and advocacy systems. "The result is extreme disjointedness,
which also leads to excesses of proceduraIism, including the tedious, costly, and
scientifically questionable categorizing of students and programs" (p. 392).

They believe that the field of SE represents an extreme case of disjointedness and
proceduraIism.

Their solution is to coordinate federal, state, and local agencies in

joining together "special, compensatory, and general education to establish a general
education system that is more inclusive and that better serves all students, particularly
those who require greater-than-usual educational support" (p. 394). They maintain that
this effort must be considered experimental and that educational agencies will have to
be granted a "waiver for performance" in order to encourage state agencies to attempt
new programs that will be better able to meet the needs of all students.
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Still other authors (Gartner & Lipsky, 1987) have characterized general and special
education teachers of having struck a "deal"

wherein some students are viewed as

needing special assistance not available in the regular classroom and SE teachers as
having a body of expertise and a unique understanding, "thus laying claim both to
professional obligation and student benefit" (p. 383). GE teachers, are, in light of
limited resources and crowded classrooms, only too happy to tum over these students
to a cadre of specialists. In effect, this system has served to preserve the necessity of
SE teachers and, at the same time, relieved general teachers of the responsibility for
teaching those students who require extra assistance. These authors look to a unified
system to provide students with even severe disabilities integrated settings to ensure
their "normalized community participation" (p 386). That is, these students will gain
access to the socialization skills which will be essential to their success in the greater
social context of their lives.

Nevin and Thousand (1987) believe that with appropriate training and support, the GE
system can be strengthened to meet the individual needs of students with handicaps, and
fewer students will need to be referred for services delivered outside the mainstream
education system. These authors point to effective schools research, mastery learning,
individualized learning, cooperative learning, applied behavior analysis, adaptations of
curricular and classroom management strategies, use of a consulting teacher, early
intervention, and increased parental support as ways for mainstream educators to
broaden their tolerance for individual differences.

Wang and Birch (1984) reported findings from an investigation of an educational
approach designed to accommodate, in regular classes, a much wider range of
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individual students differences than usual. The Adaptive Learning Environments Model
(ALEM) was implemented to some degree in over 150 school districts and incorporates
instruction in basic skills, integration of computer technology, and the promotion of
social and personal development through students' planning and management of their
own learning.

These authors had positive statements to make about the

implementability of the ALEM and its effectiveness in improving student achievement,
and indicated support for the use of the ALEM as a full-time mainstreaming program
for exceptional students.

Some authors, however, have questioned the REI as a justifiable reform effort (Gerber,
1988; Kauffman, Gerber and Semmel, 1988; Messinger, 1985; Semmel & Gerber,
1990). These authors caution against throwing out the SE model before an effective
replacement has been found, and question the assumption that GE teachers will be
willing and able to accommodate SE students with minimal training and no change in
amount of resources and time. These authors question some of the assumptions
underlying the REI.

Kauffman, Gerber and Semmel (1988) argue that SE students are not an overidentified
popUlation and that SE is indeed appropriate for most students now receiving SE
services. They see proponents of the REI as replacing a student-deficit explanation of
school failure with a teacher-deficit explanation, which does not account for the joint
responsibility of teachers and students for learning. Their position is that:
... suggestions that teachers are responsible for teaching all students who
may be placed in their classrooms, regardless of objective learner
characteristics, and that "good" teachers by definition are those with whom
all students will learn reflect a naive environmentalism. (p. 8)
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Proponents of the REI claim that the teaching skills needed to teach handicapped and
nonhandicapped students are the same and that with training GE teachers will be able to
use these skills as effectively in the general classroom as will SE teachers in pull-out
programs. Proponents claim that GE teachers will increasingly welcome more difficuItto-teach students in their classrooms as they become more proficient in the use of these
effective instructional skills. The reality of the classroom is not that simple, Kauffman
et al. (1988) argue. Teachers may possess technical skills, but be constrained by time,
resources, administrative unresponsiveness, and demands from parents and other
teachers. Teachers may also lack talent or preference for using effective techniques to
accommodate difficult-to-teach students. They suggest that teachers who use effective
instructional procedures may actually be

~

tolerant of behavioral characteristics of

difficult-to-teach students.

These authors point out that when teachers are given more difficult-to-teach students
they must allocate their relatively scarce and fixed resources of time and effort in one
of two possible ways: 1) maximize mean perfonnance of the group by concentrating
resources on the most able learners, or 2) minimize the variance in performance of the
group by concentrating resources on the least able learners. Kauffman et

at. (1988)

argue that the only way to improve perfonnance of low achieving students without
affecting the class mean is to make the necessary resources available specifically for
low achievers. Traditionally, this has been the role of SE. With the dissolution of SE
as a separate entity, low-achieving students stand to lose the necessary resources for
their instruction. In other words, the greater the diversity of ability among students,
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the more difficult and unlikely it is that good teachers will be able to teach most of
their students effectively.

Kauffman et al. (1988) claim that the REI, although containing many statements which
they do not argue, also contains several assumptions whose tenability they question.
First, they question the movement from a student deficit-model, rejected in the REI, to
a teacher-deficit model, in that neither explanation by itself accounts for student failure.
Second, doubt is cast on the assertion that teachers' expertise in a variety of methods
and techniques will, in itself, improve instruction: teachers are often constrained by
limited time and resources, administrative unresponsiveness, and explicit demands from
parents and other teachers.

A major contention echoed in several authors' work,

(Kauffman et al., 1988; Semmel, Abernathy, Butera & Lesar, 1991) is a suspicion that
the press for more effective schools, through increased use of effective teaching
behaviors, will prove to be fundamentally incompatible with the press for wider
variation in abilities in a classroom.

Third, Kauffman et al. (1988) point out that recent research has begun to suggest that
effective teachers are comparatively intolerant of the behaviors of difficult-ta-teach
students, and that they tend to think in terms of relative instructional costs and benefits
for all children. Teachers may balance the needs of all students with those of
individuals who are more needy and determine that their efforts are better spent on the
group. Last, with an increase in handicapped students in general classrooms, but the
continuation of relatively scarce and fixed resources of time and effort, teachers will be
forced to choose between concentrating resources on the most able learners, thereby
maximizing the mean performance of the group, or concentrating resources on the least
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able learners, thereby minimizing the variance in performance of the group.

It is the

authors' opinion that there is a limit to the amount of variability that can be
accommodated effectively in a classroom. In a situation such as this, it is necessary to
protect resources targeted specifically for low performing and handicapped students and
to react warily to a policy that would transfer these funds to programs whose
effectiveness has not been shown to be any better than the existing program (Semmel &
Gerber, 1990).
Inclusion

In the effort to redefine a meaningful connection between SE and GE, a vocal
contingency of parents, authors, educators, and policy makers have moved a step
beyond the changes suggested in the REI. Their rallying cry is for "inclusive schools,"
where the need for SE settings is eliminated and replaced with an array of specialized
services made available to all students in the GE setting. Fuchs and Fuchs (1994)
compare the REI and inclusion; "Whereas the signature phrase of REI advocates was
. 'cooperation between special and general education,' the full-inclusionist mantra is
'eliminate special education" (p. 304). These authors claim that the goals of the REI
are to 1) merge SE and GE into one inclusive system; 2) increase the number of
children with disabilities in mainstream classrooms; and 3) make the GE setting more
responsive to student diversity by using SE resources to strengthen the teaching process
in the GE classroom. Comparatively, the goals of the inclusion movement are to 1)
eliminate the entire range of options represented by the SE continuum of services and
replace it with specialized services in the GE setting, made available to any student who
is in need, 2) focus on students' social competence and peer relations, and 3) change
the attitudes of teachers and students without disabilities. In short, Fuchs and Fuchs
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perceive that where the primary concern of REI proponents was strengthening academic
perfonnance of students with disabilities, Lie focus of inclusionists is socialization and
attitude change.

Stainback, Stainback and Moravec (1992), previous supporters of the SE continuum,
have more recently joined in the battIe cry for inclusive schools. They have stated, "An
inclusive school or classroom educates all students in the mainstream. No students,
including those with disabilities, are relegated to the fringes of the school by placement
in segregated wings, trailers, or special classes" (p. 34). Lipsky and Gartner (as quoted
in Fuchs & Fuchs, 1994) indicated their support for inclusion when they wrote, "The
concepts of Least Restrictive Environment - a continuum of placements, and a cascade
of services - were progressive when developed but do not today promote the fUll
inclusion of all persons with disabilities in all aspects of societal life" (emphasis in
original).

In response to the REI and inclusion movements, the National Joint Committee on
Learning Disabilities (1993) has developed a position statement regarding the education
of students with LD in general education classrooms. The NJCLD supports the use of
the general classroom, " ... fiJr some, but not all students with learning disabilities" (p.
330, emphasis in original). Indicating agreement with REI proponents, they designate
the GE classroom as only one of many educational options that should be available to
students with LD. Schools must provide a continuum of services, as well as
coordinated educational and vocational planning, reasonable class size, time for
ongoing in service and collaboration, development of a collaborative

culture,
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appropriate materials and technology, and involvement of GE teachers in development
and implementation of IEPs.

Teacher Attitudes toward the Regular Education Initiative and Mainstreaming

As school reform literature has repeatedly shown, a critical component of any attempt
to change how schools go about their business is to involve teachers and other "on-line"
professionals in the design of a reform effort. In the case of the Regular Education
Initiative, it is foreseeable that GE teachers can expect increased mainstreaming of mild
to moderately handicapped students into regular classes. If this is the case, school
reform literature supports that it is important to assess the beliefs and attitudes of those
teachers who will be receiving mainstreamed students in their classes to determine what
attitudes students may encounter and to assist in the design of mainstreaming programs.
Not only will this process serve to inform the reform design process, but it will at the
same time serve to educate teachers to the refonn effort. The following authors report
fmdings of research designed to investigate teachers' beliefs and attitudes toward
increased main streaming in regular classes, and specifically toward the REI.

Coates (1989) asked GE teachers if they agreed or disagreed with some of the
assumptions found in the REI or espoused by REI proponents, and what they thought
should be done to improve the current system of serving under-achieving students.
Teachers largely disagreed with the REI underlying assumptions. They found resource
rooms to be an effective model. Children identified as LD are truly handicapped. SE
students are not overidentified. It is not possible to both raise the achievement levels of
the entire class and meet the needs of handicapped students within the regular class.
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The two most frequent suggestions for improving the SE system were to provide more
resource room assistance, and to speed up the referral, testing, and placement process.
GE teachers apparently were of the opinion that resource rooms are effective and use of
them should be expanded. Coates cautions that, before the REI is attempted on a large
scale, GE teachers must be educated to the efficacy of such programs through small
scale trial efforts and through the utilization of new techniques and methods with lowachieving students currently in regular classrooms. If teachers are to have the
responsibility of implementing changes, they should first be afforded opportunities to
see that the modifications are worthwhile.

Schumm and Vaughn (1991) assessed teachers' Willingness to make adaptations for
special learners in their classroom. They asked teachers to rate a list of possible
accommodations for handicapped students in terms of a) desirability and b) feasibility.
The 30 item list included such accommodations as adapting grading criteria, use of
alternative

materials,

providing

individualized

instruction

and

extra

time,

communicating with SE teacher, etc. The types of adaptations teachers perceived as
most desirable were those that related to the social adjustment of the mainstreamed
student and did not require any curricular adaptations on the part of the teacher. The
adaptations teachers rated least desirable and feasible were those that required changes
in planning, curriculum use, and evaluation procedures.

Teachers identified

adaptations in materials and instruction as neither desirable nor feasible when teaching
special learners. This is particularly relevant in light of the increased effort to place SE
students in regular classes. Teachers indicated that all the accommodations were more
desirable than feasible.

These authors suggest that future research should investigate

what types of interventions and support would facilitate teachers in providing the
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accommodations they rate as desirable but not feasible. In summary, these authors
caution that it may be unrealistic to expect that GE teachers will make planning,
environmental, and instructional adaptations needed for SE students to experience
success in the regular classroom.

Semmel, Abernathy, Butera, & Lesar (1991) constructed a taxonomy of REI issues and
asked both general and special educators about their attitudes, beliefs, and perceptions
regarding current SE practices and REI reforms. They, too, found that both groups of
teachers were generally not dissatisfied with the current SE delivery system. Teachers
expressed belief that resources earmarked for SE populations should be protected.
Proponents of the REI have claimed that special and general education teachers operate
as members of dual systems; however, these teachers viewed themselves as participants
in a single system, with GE teachers assuming primary responsibility for students with
mild disabilities who are placed in their classes. These educators did not foresee
improvement in achievement for any students as a result of REI reforms. They felt
unskilled in adapting instruction and viewed the GE program as inadequate for
addressing individual needs. They felt students might continue to suffer from
stigmatization due to repeated academic failure in the regular setting. Reactions to a
use of a consultant teacher were mixed.

Teachers were positive about increased

resources, but less supportive of innovations that impacted job definitions, classroom
practices, and instructional time allocations.

Baker & Zigmond (1990) found that fundamental changes in mainstream instruction
must occur if the REI is to work. Teachers will need to increase the amount of time
spent teaching, use a wider range of techniques to teach reading, and include more
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interactive tasks that involve students in the learning process. School administrators and
state educational agencies will need to provide inservice training and ongoing technical
assistance to facilitate this type of change.

Perceptions of High School Teachers Regarding the Regular Education Initiative

While there is a significant amount of literature on general teachers' attitudes toward
main streaming , the number of researchers who have concentrated on high school
teachers, specifically, is much smaller. This literature will be discussed in an effort to
focus on this smaller group of general teachers. The authors included in this section
have generally asked GE teachers what types of accommodations they would make for
students with LD in their high school classes, and about their perceptions of students
with LD.

A few generalities that can be drawn from this group of authors is: 1) high school
teachers do very little that is different instructionally for students with LD, 2) teachers
feel ill-prepared in terms of training and resources to meet individual needs of students,
3) teachers are particularly reluctant to take students with emotional or behavioral
problems, 4) teachers do not use IEPs or psychological reports for instructional
planning, and 5) teachers feel external pressure to cover a certain amount of
curriculum, which detracts from their willingness to individualize instruction.

Zigmond, Levin, and Laurie (1985) conducted four studies on 12 high schools which
assessed 1) teacher attitudes toward adolescents with LD, 2) teacher perceptions of
modifications necessary for LD students, 3) student quarter grades, and 4) attendance
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patterns of students with LD in mainstream classes.

They found that teachers were

aware that LD students' skill levels were lower than their peers and that, while many
teachers were tolerant of the idea of integrating students with LD, most would have
preferred not to. Concerning modifications, most teachers reported doing little
differently other than adjusting the manner in which grades were decided. This result
led the researchers to investigate whether students with LD were indeed passing their
classes. Analysis of report cards showed that students passed nearly three-fourths of
their classes. Of those students who did fail a class, it was found that more than half of
these grades could be attributed to poor attendance. These authors suggest that schools
focus on making schooling motivating,attractive, and meaningful so that students will
attend.

It appears that teachers may have reason to feel reluctant about accepting students with

LD in mainstream classes.

Zigmond's research describes behaviors common to

students with LD. Students with LD in mainstream classes cut class frequently and are
often late to the classes they do attend. They arrive without a writing implement,
notepaper or textbook at least 30% of the time (Zigmond, Levin, & Laurie, 1985).
Their mainstream teachers characterize them as being poor at organizing themselves
and their time, taking notes, identifying main ideas in lectures or texts, following
directions, and completing and turning in assignments (Zigmond, Kerr, & Schaeffer,
1988). Students with LD who are successful in high school participate actively and
efficiently in the educational process (Brown, Kerr, Zigmond, & Harris, 1984).

In

contrast, the unsuccessful high school students seem to function in a more passive, less
efficient manner, and their behavior is not consistent with their apparent knowledge of
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school rules and expectations (Kerr, Zigmond, Schaeffer, & Brown, 1986; Zigmond,
Kerr, & Schaeffer, 1988).

Kerr and Zigmond (1986) assessed expectations held by high school general and special
educators for student social behavior. They found that special educators and general
educators hold similar expectations. Regular educators were slightly more rigorous in
their standards for classroom behavior, ranking highly those behaviors which reflected
good study skills, compliance to teacher requests, and self-control.

This is not

surprising given that general educators teach large group classes and generally have less
time to address individual needs.

Skills that represented academic performance and

deportment were most highly rated by special educators. The authors point out that
both groups down played the importance of peer-to-peer social skills and suggest that
social relations constitute a major component of nonnal development and should be
viewed as a priority in schools.

Zigmond (1990) suggests that only recently have secondary-aged students with LD been
considered a popUlation with distinct characteristics and programming needs. Based on
a review of service delivery models and efficacy data, several components are proposed
that would constitute an effective high school program for students with LD. Zigmond
warns against the large body of literature which focuses on the social, family, and
personal characteristics of students with LD because of the lack of emphasis on
alterable school conditions, and focuses on those conditions that schools can affect - the
curriculum, student schedules, and student behaviors that students can control and
schools can teach. Four components that are essential for effective secondary school
LD programming are 1) intensive instruction in reading and mathematics, 2) explicit
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instruction in "survival" skills (behavior control, teacher-pleasing behaviors, and study
skills/test-taking strategies), 3) successful completion of courses required for high
school graduation, and 4) explicit planning for life after high school.

To facilitate

completion of courses needed for graduation Zigmond recommends the use of a
consulting teacher (Miller, Leinhardy, & Zigmond, 1988), placing students in less
demanding courses (Hartwell, Wiseman, & Van Reusen, 1979), and emphasizing
support for 9th grade students.

Schumm & Vaughn (1992a) surveyed GE teachers to assess their willingness to adapt
the way they plan and use curricula for SE students in their classrooms. Their findings
suggest that teachers are willing to have mainstreamed students in their classrooms as
long as the students do not exhibit emotional or behavioral problems. They are willing
to make adaptations while the student is taking tests or working on assignments, but are
less likely to spend much time planning or making adaptations to the curriculum or test,
or constructing new objectives based on student performance.

The adaptations they

were more willing to make were "on-the-spot," during class time, and less likely to
occur during planning time before and after class. These authors characterized teachers'
attitudes in this way:
Mainstreaming is palatable to secondary teachers. What is not palatable are
adaptations promoted in the professional literature that require a great deal
of advance preparation and are designed to meet the needs of only targeted
students. (Schumm & Vaughn, 1992b, p. 124)

Therefore, these authors recommend that it is important to build teachers' repertoire of
accommodations that can be implemented on the spot (9cbumm & Vaughn, in press).
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This research also compared teachers across grade levels and indicated that middle and
high school teachers frequently hold the expectation that mainstreamed students should
be prepared to handle the regular class curriculum without special planning and
adaptation on the part of teachers. One reason for this belief, these auLlors posit, is
that fewer than one third of the teachers in the study indicated they had taken a course
in special education.

These teachers perceived themselves as poor planners for

main streamed students, who felt ill prepared by their teacher education programs, and
found little support in the texts and curriculum provided them.

Teachers were also asked about environmental factors that influenced the planning
process for mainstreamed students and where they obtained information regarding
mainstrearned students. Teachers were asked to identify environmental factors as either
facilitators or barriers to planning.

They identified SE teachers and school-based

curriculum teachers as facilitators and chose as barriers physical environment of school
and classrooms, access to materials, accountability factors, and budgetary factors.
When asked about barriers to planning for main streamed students, teachers frequently
listed class size, insufficient instructional time, and lack of preparation and training.
One barrier of particular concern to high school teachers was the fact that many did not
know whether they had mainstreamed students. When teachers were asked to rate II
information sources in terms of frequency of use, they chose information from SE,
resource, and fellow teachers and from the mainstrearned students, and were less likely

to use the ffiP or other agencies.

In addition, these authors found evidence of a strong teacher belief that making
accommodations for students at the secondary level is actually a major disservice to the
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students. Secondary teachers view preparation of students for life beyond high school
as one of their primary objectives (Schumm & Vaughn, 1992a; Schumm & Vaughn, in
press). Secondary teachers indicated that making adaptations is potentially unfair to
students in preparation for postsecondary education or the work force. These authors
underscore that placing students with LD in general high school classes warrants
providing a support system to help students deal with GE teachers' expectations.

Schumaker and Deshler (1988) address the significant differences that exist between
elementary and secondary schools, particularly with respect to implementation of the
REI. At the high school level there are often large gaps between the skill level of the
students and the setting demands of the classroom. The existing structure and
curriculum goals of secondary classrooms do not pennit small group intensive
instruction required to ameliorate skill and strategy deficits. There are inherent
structural limitations in secondary schools, such as the increased complexity and
amount of content students face, limited contact between students and teachers, and
external pressures from other institutions (accrediting associations, graduation
requirements, and college entrance requirements.)

The work of Houck, Asselin, Troutman, & Arrington (1992), although conducted at
the university level as opposed to a high school setting, raises interesting questions
which warrant further investigation. These investigators found that university faculty
members reported a willingness to make certain accommodations for students with LD,
but it was unclear the extent to which these accommodations were truly offered to
students. Faculty desired further information on LD, the referral process, and support
procedures. These authors suspected that students with LD may be negatively affected
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by faculty beliefs about whether or not students with LD are likely to complete a four
year degree program. Nondisabled students' reactions to special accommodations were
also of interest; if nondisabled students viewed accommodations as unfair, this could
engender conflict and reluctance on the part of students with LD to seek or use
accommodations. And, finally, the authors indicate a need for a faculty and student
awareness and sensitivity to the needs of students with LD.

School Change

Much has been written about reform attempts in schools. Sadly, much of the work has
been to enlighten why reform attempts have failed.

More recent attempts at school

reform have begun to view schools as sociological and political institutions, rather than
the former view of schools as mechanistic and industrial. These authors recognize that
schools do not function as hierarchical systems with mandated behaviors and
predictable results.

The nature of schooling is that it is a complex business with

sociological and political ramifications.

A school functions as a collection of

individuals, the combination of which lays the ground for an interplay of personalities,
struggles for power, and defensive measures to protect resources and livelihood.
Authors and practitioners have characterized this collection of activities as the "culture"
of a school.

TIlese authors caution that the existing culture must be analyzed and

included in the design of any plan for change. If the culture in which the change must
take root is not considered in the design process, these authors warn, the reform effort
is likely to fail.
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This body of literature reveals several components that contribute to successful
educational reform (Fullan, 1985): 1) actively involving teachers in collaborative
planning and implementation of the change process; 2) providing adequate resources
and materials; 3) providing ongoing technical assistance and support; 4) providing time
to practice, develop, and master new skills; 5) being flexible in adaptation and
modifying the change process strategies; and 6) providing role clarification and job
analysis.

Cohen (1988) suggests six major explanations for refonn failure: 1) teachers work
extremely autonomously, so that if innovations are inconsistent with their views, it is
relatively easy for them to ignore the reform; 2) the conditions of teaching do not
promote teachers' inclination to take on innovations; 3) since schools are generally
devoid of competition, there is a lack of incentive to change; 4) flaws in the structure
of the reform (lack of resources and necessary support, use of heavy-handed
administration without considering teacher concerns); 5) reforms often call for
"adventurous teaching" to take place in a traditionally positivist society where the
reform efforts may not fit the learning style of students; 6) teachers are called on to
assist in human improvement efforts with a minimum of social protections (ability to
select clients and to assign responsibility for results to the client); and 7) schools are
buried within larger social, cultural, and historical contexts which affect reform efforts.

Cuban (1990) briefly describes the rational model of organizational behavior as it is
commonly applied to schools and reform efforts and then suggests two alternative
explanations for why reforms appear to have limited effects.

He explains that the

rational model relies heavily on metaphors drawn from business firms and their
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perceived efficiency, and with corporate models of governance and their accompanying
managerial techniques.

He suggests two alternative explanations for the failure of

reforms: the political and the institutional models.

In the political model reform is generated in response to problems that are value-laden
and deeply rooted in the structures of society. These enduring social ills can not be
solved rationally or scientifically, but are better understood as dilemmas that require
political negotiation and compromise amongst competing interest groups. The
institutional model builds on the political explanation and sheds some light on why
reforms fail to make it past the classroom door. In order to balance the need for order,
efficiency, and effectiveness in schools and, at the same time, maintain credibility with
constituents (tax Payers, parents, and state and federal bureaucracies) and respond to
outside pressures to address society's ills, school administrators strike an unspoken
agreement with teachers. Administrators implement reform efforts at the building level
but leave changes in classroom management to teachers. Teachers work largely
autonomously and evaluation of performance is ritualistic and cursory. These
conditions allow teachers to remain free to implement the policy at the classroom level
in ways that do not challenge their satisfaction in the job place.

Weatherley & Lipsky (1977) examined the implementation of a dramatically innovative
state

~ial

education law in the state of Massachusetts and have written a cautionary

tale for reform effort designers. Their analysis utilized Lipsky's (1980) conception of
street-level bureaucrats as policy makers. Lipsky introduced the idea that when new
policies are enacted, the task of implementing them falls to the professionals at the
"street" level, and these street-level bureaucrats exercise considerable discretion in
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determining how the policies will be carried out.

They are able to invoke the law

selectively, as in the case of the police officer who selectively tickets, or the teacher
who makes subtle determinations about who will be suspended or who is teachable and
who is not.

Weatherley and Lipsky (1977) used this model of behavior for their evaluation of the
Massachusetts SE law. In the case of the Massachusetts law, SE personnel were
pressured to accomplish enormous tasks in a short period of time without certainty of
substantially greater resources. The authors found that, when faced with these
demands, GE teachers and SE personnel adopted coping behaviors that ultimately
undermined the intent of the reform effort. The authors claim, "practical men and
women charged with carrying out new legislation understandably and correctly seek
appropriate responses, clarity in objectives and priorities, and certainty of support" (p.
196).

To balance new demands against available resources, teachers rationed services

and short-circuited bureaucratic requirements.

The authors point out that these

responses are not unique to this group, but are typical of the coping behaviors of streetlevel bureaucrats.

Important for reform designers to note, these authors feel that " . . . service providers
are left to ration what legislatures and policy-making executives will not" (Weatherley

& Lipsky, 1977, p. 196). In light of future SE reform efforts, these authors caution
that reforms must fit the operating conditions of the schools, include a redefinition of
roles and training to prepare personnel for the new requirements, include a volunteer or
member of an outside agency to advocate for the rights of the child, and establish a
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reward system for those personnel who most closely conform to the reform objectives,
while discouraging "objectionable practices" (p. 196).

Fullan (1981) attempts to explain why the implementation process works as it does.
Reforms are often not implemented with fidelity to the reform authors' intent and, he
points out, often with good reason. Implementation is a process of social learning as
individuals develop meaning for new goals, materials, or teaching behaviors within the
context in which the reform must take hold.

Through this renegotiation of the

institutional structure, teachers take on the role of policy makers as they implement the
change effort in the ways that make sense to them.

Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991) point out that any attempt at change must include an
understanding of both the reform effort and the relevant theories of education, and the
change process itself and the relevant theories of institutional change. It is not enough
to understand a new reading program one wishes to implement; one must also possess .
an understanding of what research has shown about the change process as a phenomena
in and of itself. They describe the change process as a multivariate business wherein
multiple factors must be addressed concurrently. In addition, any change effort must
be seen not simply as a new innovation to add on to the existing structure, but rather as
an attempt to change the existing culture of the institution. In order to understand the
ramifications of any change effort, the subjective realities of those who are affected
must be explored.

Popkewitz (1978) also addresses the institutional nature of school life and its effects on
reform efforts. He warns that the problem of change should be considered a political
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process and schools as dynamic social contexts. He writes that any change plan must
include a critical dialog about the priorities and underlying characteristics of the
institution at hand in order for an informed plan to be made.

Change efforts are

ineffective if the existing norms are not truly challenged and business continues as
usual. He defines the role of an intervening agent as one who stimulates a dialog, not
to impose a change, " ... but to develop a professional consciousness in which people
in the context of schools can become more enlightened about the consequences of their
actions" (p. 439). In addition, teachers and students need time for reflection and critical
analysis. Many reforms have built-in deadlines for implementation which are inflexible
and do not account for the time needed for a new program to "settle in" and begin to
show concrete results.

Cuban (1988) attempts to explain the persistence of reform efforts in the face of
durability in practice. One of the main reasons reforms fail is the failure of authors to
clearly define the problem. He suggests defining the problem in terms of the amount
of organizational change that is imbedded in the reform effort.
between first and second order changes.

He differentiates

First order changes address deficiencies in

existing policies and practices but don't affect the extant organizational features.
Second order changes alter the fundamental goals and structure of an organization. A
reform effort stands a better chance of success if the developers clearly define the
problem in terms of first and second order changes and address the power of
organizational settings, cultural norms, and teacher beliefs.

Johnson (1990) has concluded from her work that school reform efforts have the best
chance of success when they are in response to legitimate local needs and address the
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essential aims and norms of schooling. Reforms must support egalitarian norms and
the cooperation of school staffs, afford authority with participation, provide the
necessary time and money, and emerge from the schools, rather than being imposed
from outside.

She predicts, as well, that reforms will not be consistent between

districts, but will be adapted to local requirements as teachers and school officials
explore alternative approaches and negotiate a new order.

Huberman and Miles (1984) found in their studies of innovation sites that
organizational change in larger-scale projects happened when the following conditions
were present: a) outside (administrati"ve) pressure to change, b) a needy student
population, c) a recent history of district-level innovativeness, d) adequate funding, e) a
problem-solving orientation, and f) a building climate of cooperation.

Fullan, Bennett, & Rolheiser-Bennett (1990) describe a collaborative culture which they
believe would support innovations. A collaborative work culture would include norms
of collegiality that respect individuality, norms of continuous improvement, problemcoping and conflict-resolution strategies, lifelong teacher development,

reflective

practice, collaboration, and technical skills. Fullan (1992) also warns of the misleading
nature of the high-powered, charismatic principal who reforms a school. 'This strategy
is fragile as the success of the reform depends on the continued strength and presence
of the principal.

Instead, a principal would do well to make vision-building a

collective exercise and empower teachers to become the instructional leaders.

Purkey and Smith (1985) suggest that the change process follows four global steps.
First, change should be at the building level in which the culture is the target of
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change. Second, the staff should examine the existing conditions and cultural variables
using a list of 13 components that characterize effective schools as a guide for cultural
change. Third, technical assistance that facilitates collaboration and participation must
be provided. Finally, participation by the community and members of the school
culture must be maximized.

Welch (1989) claims that the current debate over the REI can be seen as an extension
of the main streaming movement begun by Public Law 94-142 and the pUblication of A
Nation At Risk by the National Commission on Excellence in Education (1983). He
uses PL 94-142 as an historical example from which to learn about the implementation
of reform efforts.

The success of that mainstreaming effort was minimal, Welch

claims, because the culture of the school was not adequately prepared to deal with the
changes imposed upon it. As he points out, "the champions of Public Law 94-142,
while advocates of a just cause, were remiss in failing to understand and consider the
complex processes associated with change" (p. 537).

Of utmost importance is to assess teachers' receptivity to change and take that into
consideration during the design phase. In addition, teachers must see a "payoff" for
themselves in implementing the changes. Philosophical, legal, and moral reasons for
change may not be enough, since the change effort involves a substantial commitment
to time-consuming retraining and redefining of roles and responsibilities. Welch
recommends that professionals receive leadership training to prepare them to become
systems change agents. Teacher preparation programs should include the study of
systems change, social and organizational psychology, and management.
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Summary

Chapter 2 has presented an overview of literature related to the purposes of this study.
Topics included: 1) an historical overview and definition of learning disabilities, 2)
criticisms of special education, 3) a proposed merger of special education and regular
education and the Regular Education Initiative, 4) inclusion, 5) teacher attitudes toward
the Regular Education Initiative and mainstreaming, 6) perceptions of high school
teachers regarding the Regular Education Initiative, and 7) school change.
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CHAPTER 3

DESIGN OF THE STUDY
Chapter 3 presents the methodology of the study, which used the standardized openended interview method for focus group interviews as described by Patton (1987), who
suggests use of standardized open-ended interviews to minimize variation between
interview sessions and at the same time maximize opportunity for response.

Patton

recommends use of the focus group when the researcher wishes to get "high-quality
data in a social context where people can consider their own views in the context of the
views of others" (p. 135). The procedures followed are described in detail under the
categories of Interview Protocol, Sampling Procedure, Descriptive Data about
Participants, Description of the School Context, Focus Group Procedure, and Data
Analysis.

Intervjew Protocol

A protocol was developed to collect data related to the purpose of the study and to
address the research questions stated in Chapter 1. Content of the items was based on
analysis of the literature related to high school teachers' attitudes, beliefs, and
perceptions regarding increased main streaming of students with LD and assumptions
found in the REI or suggested by REI proponents.

The protocol consisted of five questions which addressed teachers' opinions, attitudes,
and concerns surrounding the issue of increased mainstreaming of students with LD.
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(See Appendix A.) All items were open-ended to encourage respondents to express
understandings in their own language and to allow for some flexibility and pursuit of
topics not anticipated by the researcher. The items addressed the following areas:

1. Concerns regarding educating students with LD in the regular setting.
2. Resources that would be beneficial when integrating students with LD.
3. In-service/staff development that would be beneficial in an attempt to integrate
students with LD.
4. Suggestions for programmatic changes in the current SE service delivery model.
5. Beliefs GE teachers hold about the nature of LD.

The protocol was pilot tested with five teachers at a high school in the same
metropolitan area in which the study was conducted, in two focus group interview
sessions. The group consisted of three SE and two GE teachers. The SE teachers had
an average of 17 years of teaching experience. Two of the teachers held master's
degrees in SE and one held a bachelor's degree in Rehabilitation. All were certified as
special education teachers in the area of learning disabilities. Two of the teachers had
worked as GE teachers.

The two GE teachers had an average of 10.5 years of teaching experience and reported
having students with LD in their classes in the past and presently. Their subject matters
were Physical Science/Biology and English. Both teachers held bachelor's degrees and
had no certification in SE. All participants were Anglo.
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Participants were asked to evaluate the items for clarity, bias, ease of response, and
comprehensiveness regarding the research questions of this project. Participants were
also asked to comment on the interviewer's questioning techniques and style, and on
the pace of the interview. The interviews were tape recorded and reviewed at a later
time. Respondents' advised using such strategies as a round-robin method to insure
equal opportunities to speak and repeating questions to keep participants "on track."
The interviewer's strategies were revised to incorporate respondents' recommendations
and the questions were reordered to reflect a progression from less demanding and
relatively innocuous questions to more thought-provoking and challenging discussion.

Sampling Procedure

Following the pilot study, interviews were conducted with 20 high school teachers from
a high school located in a large metropolitan school district in the southwestern region
of the United States. The teachers were selected using purposive sampling (Glaser &
Strauss, 1967; Krathwohl, 1993; Patton, 1990; Strauss & Corbin, 1990). The objective
was to select a group that could address the research questions and provide
understanding, as opposed to attempting to achieve the traditional experimental goal of
generalizability .

GE teachers were selected based on two criteria: 1) experience with students with LD,
and 2) contribution to a balance of gender and high school department representation in
the sample group. It should be noted that the interview required one hour of time, and
that this time commitment significantly affected willingness to volunteer.
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The researcher met with the Assistant Principal for Instruction and with three
Department Chairs (SE, English/Social Studies, and Math/Science) to describe the
project and solicit assistance in gaining teacher participation. These employees were
enthusiastic and helpful and were instrumental in the success of the project. A decision
was made to include the three Department Chairs in an interview, since each had
worked a significant number of years (at least 10) as classroom teachers and, with the
added perspective gained from administrative duties, would likely have important
infonnation to contribute.

The researcher then spoke at a department meeting in each of the three departments to
present the project to teachers and solicit participation. Teachers were presented with a
brief overview of'the tenets of the REI and invited to be interviewed, provided they had
had some contact with students with LD either presently or in the past. All teachers
present were handed a letter inviting partiCIpation, signed by the researcher and the
principal.

In addition, the researcher met individually with the three Department Chairs and
obtained a list of those teachers they recommended for participation, who had
experience with students with LD and who would likely have either positive or negative
strong opinions about increased main streaming. Each of the Department Chairs
provided several names and a second invitation letter was placed in the mailboxes of
those teachers. The researcher visited several teachers before school in their
classrooms, as well, to secure participation. Careful consideration was given to
securing equal participation from each of the subject matter areas. The sample group
ultimately consisted of teachers of English (n=4), Math (n=3), Science (n=5), Social
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Studies (n=2), and Special Education (n=6). These departments were chosen based on
the desire to interview teachers whose classes rely heavily on language-related tasks
(reading, writing, and math), since it is in these areas that students with LD exhibit
difficulty and frequently require intervention.

Eight one hour interview sessions were conducted. An attempt was made to have three
participants in each session and to have no more than one teacher from each subject
area. Due to last minute cancellations, four of the eight interview sessions had only two
participants, and the remaining four sessions had three participants. One of the eight
interview sessions had two teachers from the same subject matter; all other sessions had
representation from differing departments. It is noteworthy and gratifying that
comments from many of the participants after an interview session indicated their
appreciation for the opportunity to meet and discuss informally with teachers they
normally do not encounter in a working day.

Descriptive Data about Participants
Twenty high school teachers were interviewed. Six teachers were SE and 14 were GE
teachers. The two groups, general and special education, were similar in descriptive
data collected; therefore, that data are presented here as one group. Certain questions
which were relevant only to either GE or SE teachers are presented separately. The
data are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1
Descriptive Data about Participants

Teaching Experience (years)
1-5
6 -10
11 - 15
16 - 20
20+

Iota} {D=~Ol

SE (o=§)

GE{D=l~l

0=0
0=0
0= 1(16%)
0= 3(50%)
0=2(33%)

0= 2(14%)
0= 1(7%)
0= 1(7%)
0=5(35%)
0= 5(35%)

0=2(10%)
0= 1(5%)
0= 2(10%)
0= 8(40%)
0= 7(35%)
x = 17.4

0=0
0=5(83%)
0= 1(16%)
0=0

0=0
0= 14(100%)
0=0
0=0

0=0
o = 19(95%)
o = 1(5%)
0=0

0=2(33%)
0=4(66%)
0=0
0=0

0=4(28%)
0=8(57%)
0= 1(7%)
0=0

o = 6(30%)
0= 12(60%)
0= 1(5%)
0=0

0=4(66%)
0=2(33%)

0=8(57%)
0=6(42%)

0= 12(60%)
0=8(40%)

Ethnicity
Black!African American
Caucasian/Noo Hispanic
Caucasian/Hispanic
Asian! American Indian
Highest Degree Oblained
Bachelor
Master
Specialist
Doclorate
Gender
Female
Male
Subject Mauer
English
Social Studies
Science
Math
SE Teacher Worked as GE Teacher

0=4(28%)
0= 2(14%)
0=5(35%)
0=3(21%)
0= 2(33%)

GE Teacher Worked as SE Teacher

0= 2(14%)

Had taken Spt:cial Education university
course or in-service

0=5(35%)

Special Education Certificate
LD
Other
Number of LD Studeots This Year
0-3
4-6
7-9
10+
Don't Know
No Response

0= 6(100%)
0= 4(66%)

n = 2(14%)
n = 1(5%)

0=5(35%)
0= 2(14%)
0=2(14%)
0= 2(14%)
0= 2(14%)
0= 1(7%)
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Respondents ranged in years of teaching experience from 5 to 27 years, with an
average of 17.4 years of experience. The number of participating teachers per subject
matter was as follows: English (n=4); Math (n=3); Science (n=5); Social Studies
(n=2); Special Education (n=6). Ninety-five percent of the teachers were Anglo.
Thirty percent reported that the highest degree obtained was a Bachelor's degree, while
60% had obtained a Master's degree, and one teacher (5%) held a Specialist's degree.
Sixty percent of the sample was female and 40% was male.

Of the SE teachers, all were certified in Learning Disabilities and four (66%) held
additional certificates in other SE areas. Two (33 %) had worked as GE teachers at
some point in their teaching career. Two of the GE teachers (14%) had worked as SE
teachers in their careers and held certificates in the area of Learning Disabilities.

When asked how many LD students GE teachers had identified in their classes this
year, there was significant variability within the range of 1 to 10+, with a modal
response (35%) of 0 to 3 students and two teachers (14%) reporting that they had not
,

identified if there were LD students in their classes. Five (35%) of the GE teachers
reported having taken a university level course or a district in-service with a specific
focus on SE.

Regarding the question about SE in-service education, it should be noted that the entire
school staff had recently participated in a two hour session designed to familiarize
teachers with the needs of learners with disabilities. The format of the session consisted
solely of a viewing and discussion of the video "Fat City." The video presents the types
of difficulties handicapped learners have by subjecting viewers to an experience similar
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to that of a handicapped student. Viewers experience harassment by the teacher for lack
of response, a lecture presented too quickly to synthesize and take notes on, and
experiences simulating visual/perceptual difficulties. Discussion includes methods of
dealing with at-risk or low-achieving students. Due to the limited content and length of
time (two hours), and the fact that all faculty were exposed to the same video, this
video was not counted with the positive responses to the question regarding experience
with SE professional development. The question was primarily designed to ascertain
what SE-related education teachers had received beyond this video. If the positive
responses to the video had been counted, all teachers would have responded positively
to the question and information regarding additional, more intensive in-service would
have been lost.

Description of the School Context

The study was conducted at 1 of 19 high schools in a major metropolitan city in the
southwest region of the United States. The school was selected because of its extensive
SE co-op program. (In this school, a co-op class is a OE class co-operatively taught by
a SE and GE teacher.) At the time of the study the SE department offered 11 co-op
classes, more than any other high school in the surrounding metropolitan area, and had
a public history of success with this program. It was surmised that, due to the increased
interaction between OE and SE teachers in the school, and the norms of collegiality that
had developed from that interaction, this school was a desirable place to conduct this
study.
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The student body of 2400 students was comprised of approximately 75% minority
groups, 64% being Hispanic. There were 142 faculty members. The school was
designated a Science and Technology and Fine and Perfonning Arts Magnet, and was
one of three city-wide high schools with a Bilingual focus. As many as 1000 bilingual
speakers had been identified. The principalship had changed three times in the
preceding five years, and the newest principal had been in place six months when the
study was conducted.

Over the preceeding decade, a large amount of funds had been made available to the
school from a variety of sources which included district magnet funds, desegregation
funds, bond moneys, and a court settlement in a discrimination case, which was being
overseen by the Office of Civil Rights. This major influx of moneys had resulted in the
construction of a large complex which housed a state-of-the-art interactive technology
program, two additional teachers which resulted in smaller class sizes, and new
materials (texts, computer labs, robotics labs, etc.).

Teachers interviewed provided some insight into pros and cons associated with the
presence of a variety of programs (Bilingual and magnet). Most teachers were satisfied
with the range of materials they had received (one Science teacher had four different
texts), but the master schedule was described as very complex in that the number of
courses that are offered only one hour a day greatly confounds efforts to schedule
students' classes. Teachers felt overburdened with the wide range of student abilities
and levels of proficiency in English (due to the Bilingual component), and with
learning how to use the new technology.
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The SE department consisted of approximately nine teachers, and served an average of
150 students. The Department Chair had been in place six months at the time of the
study, the third person to occupy that position in the previous five years. The SE
department offered 32 SE subject matter classes, and 11 co-op classes at the time of the
study. (In this study a co-op class refers to a GE class taught co-operatively by an SE
and a GE teacher.) Attempts had been made in the past to offer a SE class with a study
skills focus that included tutoring/support for GE classes, but it had been found to be
difficult for the SE teacher to handle the variety of content areas, so no such programs
were offered at the time of the study.

Focus Group Procedure

The focus group procedure (Jones, 1985; Merton, Fiske & Kendall, 1990; Patton,
1987) was selected for its effectiveness in increasing sample size, its ability to weed out
false or extreme views, and the opportunity to assess the extent to which there is a
relatively consistent, shared view among participants. Hedges (1985) suggests use of
the group interview format when 1) the social context of the issue at hand is relevant
and important; 2) conducting research that is designed to contribute to changing a
situation, as well as studying it; 3) understanding and insight are required, and 4) the
generation of new ideas is desirable. It is generally acknowledged (Bell enger,
Bernhardt, & Goldstucker, 1976) that the focus group interview reflects only the views
of the participants and is generalizable to other groups only inasmuch as there is
similarity to the sampled group.
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One hour interview sessions were scheduled by phone with each participant who
responded to the invitation letter. An attempt was made to interview three participants
at a time, and to group teachers from differing departments. This was in an effort to
foster honesty and disclosure by grouping together teachers who have less contact with
each other on a political and school management basis than do teachers in the same
department. It is assumed that teachers who serve in the same department may more
likely be compelled to restrain their responses in light of anticipated reactions from
colleagues. SE teachers were interviewed as a separate group to facilitate a comparison
of SE and GE teachers' responses.

Interviews were held at the participants' school site. The researcher began each session
by reading a prepared statement which presented the tenets of the REI, assured
confidentiality and anonymity, and invited teachers' opinions about increased
integration of students with LD. (See Appendix A.) Participants were encouraged to
dismiss attempts to reach any kind of consensus. The researcher posed questions from
the interview protocol and facilitated the discussion process by ensuring .equal
opportunities to participate, preventing participants from monopolizing the discussion,
and keeping the dialogue relatively focused on the research agenda.

Immediately after each interview session the researcher made a record of observations
made during the session, such as non-verbal responses, body language, the amount of
time spent on each research question, new ideas that emerged, and the intensity of
responses to ideas. With each subsequent interview session, ideas or themes from
previous interview sessions were introduced by the researcher and teachers' reactions
noted. This method worked well to contribute to an expanding collection of information
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and to test ideas generated by individual teachers. As an example, at an early interview
a teacher suggested that staff development be designed and conducted by current faculty
members. At subsequent interviews if this idea did not emerge in the discussion, the
suggestion was introduced by the interviewer to record the reactions of other teachers.

Data Analysis

Transcripts were analyzed using the Glaser and Strauss (1967) constant comparison
method. Glaser and Strauss describe a strategic method for generating theory wherein
the theory is constantly changing, according to incoming data. The strategy allows for
theory which is uniquely suited to its supposed uses and which makes sense to those
who make use of the theory.

Glaser and Strauss' (1967) procedure for analyzing the data is performed in a series of
hierarchical steps. For this particular study, the transcripts were sectioned into
"incidents" or "comments" which addressed SUb-topics within the research area. An
attempt was made to code all comments into some category, in order to capture the
diversity of responses. These incidents were named and coded in the manuscript
margins. (See Appendix B.) Incidents were constantly compared with each other in
order to refine the theoretical properties that defined that incident. Similar incidents
were then coded into categories (referred to in Chapter 4 herein as "themes") and those
categories given names. Categories were then compared with each other using the same
methodology, attempting to delineate those underlying concepts that defined each
category. A category was considered to be "saturated" when no additional data was
found that added to the known properties of the category.
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Ultimately, formal propositions about the categories were made, which delimited the
emerging theory. The formal theory was presented in the form of educational criticism
(Eisner, 1979) wherein teachers' words were presented, interpreted within the social
context that gave meaning to the words, and evaluated in light of the research
questions.

Summary

Chapter 3 has presented the methodology of the study. The standardized open-ended
interview method for focus group interviews was utilized. High school teachers were
interviewed regarding issues surrounding the research questions. Transcripts of the
interviews were analyzed using the constant comparison method.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Chapter 4 reports the results of the study. Each research question is reiterated and
discussed within the context of respondents' comments. Thereafter, results are
presented which relate to four themes that emerged unanticipated from teachers'
comments. Results are discussed and conclusions are drawn for each research question
and for each theme.

The responses of .general educators and special educators were analyzed separately in
order to compare and contrast these two groups. For each research question and theme,
the responses of GE teachers are presented and then those of SE teachers. To avoid
repeating findings as a result of the large degree of agreement between GE and SE
teachers, the section on SE teachers is generally limited to those areas where there was
marked disagreement with GE teacher sentiment, or where comments contribute
additional insight. The reader can assume, then, that the comments of GE teachers were
echoed by SE teachers, unless provided for in the section on SE teacher comments. In
addition, the areas of consensus and diversity between SE and GE teachers are
summarized in the discussion of research question number four. All responses in this
chapter can be considered to be dominant perspectives of the teachers interviewed;
however, a number of teachers' suggestions were idiosyncratic, but, considered by the
researcher to be significant. These responses are included and identified as the response
of only one or a small number of teachers.
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Three of the teachers interviewed currently serve as Department Chairs, but have been
classroom teachers in the past (x = 22.3 years experience). These comments are
included with the teacher comments because of the similarity of responses. The
comments of the Special Education Department Chair have been included with the SE
teacher comments, and the responses of the Math/Science and English/Social Studies
Department Chairs with the GE teachers. Again, where comments were idiosyncratic,
they have been identified as the comments of only one or a small number of teachers.

Research Questions

In this section teachers' comments will be discussed. For each research question and
theme, the responses of GE are presented and then those comments of SE teachers that
differed markedly from GE teacher comments or which provide additional insight.

Research Question 1

"What are the perceptions of general and special education high school teachers
concerning the resources needed to implement an increase in integration of LD
students?"

GE Teachers

The three most frequently cited needed resources were 1) a co-op teacher, teacher aide,
or student aide (in order of preference); 2) smaller class size; and 3) information about
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SE students. (In this study, a co-op teacher refers to an SE teacher or a GE teacher who
cooperatively teach a GE class.) The presence of an "extra body in the room" remained
the steadfast first choice when given options such as a resource teacher, additional
planning time, or additional texts or supplemental materials. Teachers expressed a
preference for on-the-spot, knowledgeable, and experienced assistance with students
over assistance from a resource teacher at a separate time during the day. Bilingual
assistants were useful, given the Bilingual Magnet component at the school. Teachers'
greatest frustrations were in not being able to identify the students with LD in their
classes, and in having little or no information about a given student's needs.

As one teacher put it, "I would want a special ed co-op teacher... to have another adult
body in there to really help the students, you'd want to have someone with the
background." Another teacher explained that "my preference would be for bodies, not
more materials. 1 want someone in the room who's hip to the problem, and can attack
them, because 1 think kids need one-on-one more than anything. "

The concept of an SE resource teacher was discussed at great length. The resource
teacher was defined as an SE teacher who is available to assist GE teachers and did not
include SE teachers who teach SE subject classes. Teachers hypothesized using the
resource teacher in three ways: 1) as a tutor on a pull-out, as-needed basis; 2) as the
teacher of a daily study skills/tutoring class for SE students; and 3) as a resource person
for teachers, available throughout the day. The latter two were preferred by most
teachers; however, problems existed with these options, as well, which inevitably led
teachers to choose a teacher or assistant in the GE classroom over a resource person
outside the classroom. Problems cited with resource personnel were limited access, lack
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of time available to work with the resource teacher, nonaccountability, and difficulty in
coordinating curriculum between two teachers.

Lack of accountability is problematic "because when you don't know who they're
accountable to, you end up never seeing them. Maybe they could assign them to a
block of teachers. It needs to be clearly assigned as to [who is] responsible for this
group." In response to this issue several teachers suggested assigning one resource
person for each department. Accountability for the resource teacher would then be
limited to a small group of teachers and the resource teacher's expertise could be
confined to a single subject matter.

An English teacher described the difficulty of coordinating curriculum between the GE
teacher and a resource teacher. "I'm not crazy about the idea of sending a kid out of
the room, because I just don't like it. It's like two sets of lesson plans - the one for the
kids in the room and the one for the kids in the other room, and it's a communication
problem, and they're going to miss something."

The idea of an SE resource teacher available to assist GE teachers was appealing, given
the reservations regarding accountability and access described above. A resource
teacher could assist with "copying, finding materials, duplicating things, recording
tapes, that sort of thing." However, the primary function of a resource teacher, it
appeared, was as a source of information about SE students. Teachers expressed a
desire for readily-accessible information regarding a student's particular disability,
strategies to try and strategies that had been found to work in the past, and an
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understanding of the GE teacher's part in the Individualized Educational Plan for a
given student.

Additional texts or supplemental materials were mentioned by some teachers, but not to
the extent that was expected. Most teachers reported that they had sufficient texts and
materials, or that supplemental texts were not useful since the teacher preferred every
student to be doing the same work. One English teacher described her reluctance to
view supplemental texts as helpful. "I really am having trouble thinking of more texts
that would help me because, you know, if the book is Huckleberry Finn, then somehow
we've all got to be on Huckleberry Finn." In addition, there appeared to be a general
sentiment that more or different texts are not helpful if there is no program in place to
assist students in utilizing the additional texts, such as a study skills\tutoring SE class,
or some form of student monitoring.

The type of additional materials that were mentioned by a few included more audiovisual materials, an LCD panel with which to display information in visually different
ways, or the use of SE funds to pay for replacement texts and/or two texts per student
so that students could keep a text at home for homework. As one Math teacher
explained, "When 1 draw a three-dimensional picture, 1 know most of the students are
just looking at it like it's a two-dimensional picture, with this totally confused, blank
stare on their face, and if you have any sort of visual perception problems . . . again,
your LCD panel . . . where you can rotate it so you can show more than [~] its threedimensional. "
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Responses also indicated a need for teacher-made, specialized, or difficult-to-find
items, such as large print rulers and books, taped texts, three-dimensional figures, and
maps. Teachers felt unable to articulate what specialized items they would need for the
range of students they would be receiving, but, rather that they needed access to a
specialist, who would have knowledge of specialized items available.

SE Teachers

SE teachers agreed with GE teachers on the benefits of co-op teachers, smaller class
sizes, and the need to develop resource. SE settings. SE teachers differed in their view
of the role of the SE resource teacher available to assist GE teachers. Most SE teachers
preferred to work with students, either in their SE subject matter classes or in co-op
classes, as opposed to making or locating specialized items, copying, or providing
modified curriculum. (In this study a co-op class refers to a GE class cooperatively
taught by an SE and a GE teacher.) One teacher did express interest in that type of
resource role, so it appears that it is a matter of individual preference. As one teacher
put it, "Then you would have to define what a special ed teacher's job is, and if I'm
going to be a curriculum reviser, then I would jump out of special ed. I, personally,
would, but, that might be for someone [else]. Someone might love that, not have much
contact with students, but loves to get down and rewrite curriculum. "

Noteably, teachers supported the suggestion that SE funds be used to supply texts or
materials to GE teachers, as evidenced in this comment: "That's where I'm thinking
special ed needs to look at the $21 million dollar budget and figure the fact that if we
do more mainstreaming, we may need to have some of that money allocated to the
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mainstream to facilitate it." It was suggested that funds be used to provide for
classroom aides, more co-op teaching, and supplies (copy paper, art and vocational
class supplies, and specialized technology.)

Discussion and Conclusions

It appears that teachers desire assistance, information, access to specialized materials,

and smaller class sizes to assist them in dealing with increased integration of SE
students. In attempting to deal with the wide diversity of students they serve (lowachieving, bilingual, SE, etc.), teachers at this school appear to have concluded that
their most needed resource is on-the-spot, competent assistance, preferably by a fellow
teacher. Textbooks were not a high priority, which may be explained in part by the
recent influx of new texts, and by the fact that teachers do not intend to individualize
the curriculum for students with LD any more than they normally do for their classes in
general, and, therefore, do not feel a need for supplemental texts.

The concept of a resource teacher received mixed reviews. This may be due to the fact
that such a program may have been ineffectively implemented in the past or had never
been tried. As one example, a teacher explained that when a study skills/tutoring
program was attempted at this school, the class was assigned 25 students per hour and
the program was found to be ineffective and was abandoned. If this type of program
was implemented with a smaller number of students and appropriate staff development,
it may be found to be effective. A resource teacher available to assist teachers has not
been attempted at this school.
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Research Question 2
"What are the perceptions of general and special education high school teachers
concerning the in-service/staff development needed to implement an increase in
integration of students with LD?"

GE Teachers

Teachers' comments revealed a strong bias toward 1) recurring staff development
centered around teaching strategies, learning styles, and characteristics of LD students;
and 2) easy access to information regarding a given SE student's needs. The general
sentiment was that all staff development should be on a voluntary basis, based on a
teacher's perceived need for information and skill development, although one teacher
disagreed with voluntary participation in that it promotes selectivity when placing
students with LD by overutilizing those teachers with willingness and demonstrated
skills.

Staff development was seen as more effective if occurring on a regular basis because
teachers desired opportunities to apply teaching strategies and evaluate over time, with
input and monitoring from a SE teacher. The one-shot workshop was described as
effective in "raising awareness," but not for lasting skill development. Many teachers
expressed the desire for input from SE teachers regarding the overall structure of their
classes, as illustrated in this English teacher's comments: "It would be nice if you could
actually have somebody shadow you, or sort-of like a mentor basis where they would

be with you in your classroom for a period of weeks, where they'd script, they'd
watch, they'd make day-by-day suggestions."
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The content of a staff development program seemed to be divided into two domains: I)
a generalized overview of characteristics of students with LD and strategies that work,
and 2) specific information about a given student's IEP and student-specific strategies.
The participants in this project were particularly willing to utilize a variety of teaching
strategies in their classes, and to consider students' particular learning styles. It was
commonly asserted that expanding a teacher's repertoire of strategies heightened the
success level of all students in the classroom and provided teachers with a better sense
of efficacy. Teachers needed access, then, to what learning styles\modalities have been
identified, and the strategies that have been proven to be effective.

Specific student information would allow a teacher to become familiar with a given
student's disability, its defining characteristics, strategies that had been proven to work,
and would delineate a resource person with whom they could have regular contact. No
teachers interviewed said they preferred to remain unaware of SE labels, in an effort to
avoid affecting expectations and interactions. Instead, teachers wanted to know their
part in the IEP and receive information that would allow them to decipher a student

with LD from students experiencing behavioral (an emotionally disturbed or a student
with attention deficit), cultural, or temporary environmental factors (death in the
family, etc.). An English teacher explained it in this way: "I see the training that I
would need is the communication, getting information ahead of time, having a
coordinated plan for the student, so that I know my part in the plan. And 1 think I
could carry it out if I knew what my part was. "
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Teachers in this study were not willing to undergo mandatory staff development
because they believe that teachers' needs and level of experience varied widely. The
same held true for staff development for SE teachers; it depends on their interests and
needs. Inexperienced GE teachers may need the more generalized overview of SE,
whereas a teacher with twenty years of experience may need access only to a specific
student's IEP and the history of strategies that had been proven to work. An SE teacher
who co-ops in a Science class may want to take an additional university level Science
course. As one experienced teacher put it, "I've spent enough years in school and in the
classroom. . . . Tell me who the kid is, tell me what the problem is, tell me some
strategies to use and what to look for. I"can do that. I don't need to go to a class." The
demarcation did not always depend on years of experience, as some more experienced
teachers were only recently developing an interest or a need for expanding their
knowledge of strategies that work with difficult-to-teach students. At the other end of
the scale, two of this group of twenty teachers held master's degrees in SE, which
illustrates the degree to which knowledge bases vary in a given school staff.
Accordingly, a variety of staff development options seemed to fit the need. As one
teacher described it, "I think a good model for this might be the workshops that the
Chapter Two people do. They put out a list of workshops and you sign up for those that
are [what you need]."

It was suggested that SE teachers currently working within the school could effectively
provide the content of a staff development program. This idea was enthusiastically
supported by teachers, especially as an alternative to outside, "canned" staff
development. Teachers wanted to work with a colleague who "is in the same school
with me, understands the same kind of over-all kids that we see . . . who can target
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what we're concerned with ... that already know[s] what we're doing and can fill in
the holes." This was also considered an opportunity to bring staff together and act as a
solidarity-building activity. "I think we're a huge faculty that's pretty fragmented right
now, and 1 think the idea of learning from each other would be really . . . there's
almost a hidden agenda that 1 think we would get from having that experience with
each other."

Two teachers pointed out that the type of staff development needed to support
mainstreaming was not limited to SE knowledge. Teachers, both SE and GE, need
classroom management skill developme'nt that would facilitate meeting the needs of a
wide variety of students' needs, capturing those students whom many described as the
"gray area kids," who do not have a prescribed label, but who have needs for
additional attention. As one teacher offered, "I can't think of a teacher who would not
need classroom management training because if you're expecting them to do the things
they normally do, plus the things above and beyond, then they need classroom
management training." From another teacher, "I think they need to be very pointedly
directed as to how to make a lesson plan for the week and then how to follow it, how
to take roll, how to get class started, how to keep students in their desk, how to keep
students on task, how to have a back-up of things to do in case the lesson plan ends
thirty minutes into the period. "

SE Teachers

SE teachers agreed with GE teachers on the need for a range of staff development
options and that the content of workshops should be developed by teachers in the
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building. While teachers agreed that GE teachers should undergo an education process
about the characteristics of LD and teaching strategies, SE teachers evidenced a large
degree of confidence in the ability of the GE teachers they haC experience with, as
reflected in this teacher's comments: "Their ability to work with learners who may
need extra help - they're very capable of that already, and I'm not so sure they need to
have more training, as opposed to more contact time, more preparation time with the
special ed teacher." This comment also highlights a subtle difference between SE and
GE teacher responses, in that GE teachers perceived SE teachers as possessing a body
of skills and knowledge that they do not, whereas SE teachers commonly felt that some
GE teachers are already using the strategies that will assist students with LD general
classes.

Discussion and Conclusions

Teachers believe that an effective staff development program would provide a range of
options from which teachers could choose. It is commonly acknowledged that staff
development is most effective when teachers attend voluntarily and have some degree
of control over the topic. It appears that these teachers are voicing the same
admonition: allow participants to decide what skill development they need and provide
a range of options that meets those needs from which teachers may choose the
appropriate opportunities. Since teachers appear eager to work together in developing
staff development options on-sight, this appears to be a natural direction for this
faculty.
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The topics that these teachers perceive are their greatest need for improvement are
related to specific student characteristics and strategies that work in the classroom. Due
to the recent placement of a new SE Chair at this school, it appears that students with
LD were not identified for teachers, and that access to information about students with
LD, once they were identified, was limited. This appears to be a serious missing link
for teachers as they attempt to deal with individual student needs.

Research Question 3

"What programmatic changes do teachers express as potentially beneficial in a program
designed to increase integration of students with LD?"

GE Teachers

Teachers expressed a need for co-op classes, resource assistance, smaller class sizes for
classes with SE students, and vocational classes. The full range of SE services was
viewed as necessary to meet the range of student needs, and also to serve as a
continuum along which students progress as they become fully integrated into the
mainstream. For example, a student may begin high school in a self-contained SE
class, then progress to a co-op, and finally, to a GE class with occasional monitoring.
One teacher expressed a need for remedial reading classes and study skills classes.
Several comments addressed the need for a program to address high absenteeism with
all students. Another teacher commented on the lack of an effective "child study"
program to assist GE teachers in dealing with at-risk students and to assist in
identifying SE students.
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Co-op classes, by far, were the most preferred option for a mainstreaming program.
Co-ops provide immediacy of assistance, someone to model instructional strategies, and
student accountability. Students are less likely to use a learning disability as a crutch,
reported a Chemistry teacher, if "they're in a co-op class with a special ed teacher.
They know that we know about them and we're not going to let them get away with
it." Co-ops need to be on a strictly voluntary basis and classes with large numbers of
SE students should receive preferential treatment in class size. As one teacher put it,
"People choose with whom they will work and cooperate so it's not something that
administration can arrange. People n~ a common planning period and, further,
people need not to be expected to collaborate with two or three different people during
the day." From an English teacher, "Give the teachers who embark on their co-op
classes special consideration in terms of class size, in terms of preparations, maybe
even in terms of an additional planning period. You never get something for nothing.
They're not going to solve the problems of special ed being an expensive proposition
by dumping the kids. "

Resource assistance was described in two different ways: an SE teacher who is
available to assist GE teachers, and an SE teacher who provides SE students with
tutoring, support, and monitoring, referred to as a "CORE" class. Both programs were
seen as beneficial; neither currently is offered at this school. In this study, "CORE" is
used to describe an SE class where students receive assistance with GE class
assignments and where strategies to support success in the mainstream are taught.
CORE classes must be kept at manageable size and would be used to teach learning
strategies and skills, and to assist students with work from mainstream classes.
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Resource teachers would be utilized as a source of information about specific students,
to assist in communicating with parents, monitoring student attendance and academic
performance, and follow-up and support for GE teachers. It was suggested that each
department (Math\Science, English\Social Studies, etc.) could utilize one or more
resource person.

Teachers voiced their vision of what a resource teacher could provide. "I would like the
idea of teachers that were available a certain number of periods a day to answer specific
questions that come up because I think that's where we learn the most . . . some
support from teachers who weren't trymg to teach at the same time, but whose job was
to serve as support for the SE kids who are in classes." "I can see a program like that
to back up the classroom teacher for the LD students who are mainstreamed, so that
you feel that, as that kid leaves your room, somebody's also following up on the
problems that you see." An English teacher explains the benefits of having a CORE
class. "I'll often put kids on special contract. I'll take them out of the book they're
reading in the class, and move them to a book that I think is more appropriate for their
level, but there's no guarantee that that book ever gets opened. It walks out the door
with the student, but that's where it ends. And so you've got some materials that are
appropriate for them. They're not necessarily used .... So having that additional hour
just might pull some kids back and give them new focus and keep them going."
Another teacher explains, "I don't need another period off to work with this. I just
need people resources. I [want to know] there's someone around I can get to." A
World History teacher offered these comments: "The only time I've really been
successful working with someone who's being main streamed , is if the coordination
between me and that special ed teacher, there was lots of it, not just at the beginning of
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the year, but a continuing sort of thing, checking up on this kid to see how he's
performing in this class. "

Early identification of SE students was also a crucial issue to many teachers, and a task
that a resource teacher position could encompass. Teachers want to know who has a
learning disability in their classes, and specific information about the disability and
strategies that have been found to work. This information should be available before
the student enters the classroom, teachers say, and the communication should continue
all year. One teacher suggested that SE teachers could playa crucial role in increasing
communication between parents and GE teachers and suggested a meeting with parents,
SE teachers, and GE teachers, early in the year; coordinated and managed by SE
teachers.

Several teachers' comments revealed the desire for more vocational classes for students
who are not college-bound, or who have interests in vocational areas. Frequently, one
teacher explained, students' schedules are too crowded with required courses to allow
for the vocational classes that are offered.
SE Teachers

SE teachers agreed with GE teachers on the need to maintain or increase co-op classes,
develop resource settings, and develop more vocational classes. SE teachers reiterated
the need to retain the continuum of SE services. As one teacher explained, "We can
mainstream more but we still need the parallel curriculum. . . . There are a lot of kids
that we see that would not be able to make it right now in [co-op] classes, even if it's a
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computer or typing class." The continuum of services is also seen as beneficial as an
opportunity for students to progress into full inclusion in GE classes over time. "We
have to take the four year view here. Maybe as Freshmen their maturity level isn't
there, so self-containment is even more of a factor and as you . . . get more success,
you expand your center of friends, your peer relationships, maybe two co-ops the next
year. By the time you're a Senior, the [SE] hours are reduced. The effort is always to
reduce the hours over time. "

Teachers expressed a large degree of satisfaction with the current co-op program,
saying that it was very successful with· students, that many of the GE teachers at this
school are comfortable with the model and with SE teachers. What could be added to
the SE program is a resource model, such as described above. Again, teachers warn,
classes must be of manageable size and SE teachers must be given staff development
and time to redefine their role in the overall school setting. One teacher explains, "[We
need] time to meet as a team, the whole department, to discuss philosophies, to discuss
current trends, to be given research to read and then go back and have time to discuss
it." Either resource model, a CORE class, or the SE teacher as resource to GE
teachers, would require a redefinition of roles. It is worth repeating that several SE
teachers made known that they would not want to serve as a resource to GE teachers,
but prefer to work directly with students. On the other hand, one teacher found the
resource role to be "interesting ... [I'd] go into the classrooms and talk to the teacher
about special ed kids they have in their class and help them in whatever way they see
appropriate." Teachers were also leery of a CORE class becoming unmanageable in
terms of size and in the variety of subject matters supported. It appears that SE teachers

...

-
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see the need for resources settings, but that this change would reqUIre time and
consideration.

Another need within the SE department, voiced by several teachers, is for a program
designed to provide monitoring of students placed in GE settings, but not in co-op
classes.

A teacher explains, "Sometimes our students go into a regular class for

whatever reason and we don't have a real good system of really looking at their
progress reports every quarter and evaluating their program in the mainstream."
Another comments, "I think trying to retrieve those students who may be just on the
verge of dropping out and being able to monitor them more closely to make sure that
they're getting to class, if they need extra help in a certain area, that you have someone
who can bring them in and say, 'Ok, what's going on?'"

SE teachers expressed a strong need for vocational classes and job coaching. "I would
like to see an intensive vocational program developed where the students go through
and learn . . . serious skills in building houses, doing plumbing, electricity . . . where
the kid actually

~

graduate from high school with a job-earning skill." Another

teacher explains, "There are many kids leaving high school that do need to go to work.
. . . Wouldn't it be nice if ... we could provide for their needs at the high school level
so that their education were more complete, through preparing for jobs that have a
future in them, as opposed to working at the Dairy Queen."
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Discussion and Conclusions

Teachers appear to be willing to accept students with LD in the GE setting, but want to
retain the continuum of options available in the SE department for those students whose
needs warrant special placement. Also, teachers say, when SE students enter the
mainstream, they must be followed by appropriate services. Those services include coop classes, resource classes, and assistance for teachers and students. Comments
evidence support for the proposition embedded in the REI of maintaining the continuum
of services, while exploring ways to merge SE and GE in ways that increase
integration. There is little or no support from these teaschers for the inclusionists' call
to eliminate segregated settings entirely.

One could speculate that in proclaiming the need for the continuum of SE services,
teachers are thereby able to maintain the "deal" (Gartner & Lipsky, 1987) struck by SE
and GE teachers, wherein some students are viewed as needing special assistance not
available in the GE classroom and GE teachers, in light of limited resources and
crowded classrooms, are only too happy to tum over these students to a cadre of
specialists. However, when one encounters teachers' descriptions of the inherent
difficulties in educating students with a wide variety of needs, it becomes apparent that
teachers are genuinely concerned about their inability to have a positive affect on
students.
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Research Question 4

"What are the areas of consensus and diversity between special educators and general
educators regarding programmatic changes, necessary resources and in-service/
professional development?"

SE and GE teachers evidence a large degree of similarity in opinions regarding
resources, staff development, and programmatic changes that would support increased
mainstreaming. These two groups appear to agree on the importance of mainstreaming,
the need for a continuum of SE services, positive regard for the existing co-op
program, a need for smaller class sizes, some fonn of resource settings, and specialized
materials,

and

for

careful,

considered

implementation

of any

increase

in

mainstreaming. Teachers agree that the curriculum and grading standards will, by-andlarge, remain the same for SE students as for all other students.

The results demonstrate that there are few areas of disagreement between these two
groups of teachers, but that there is evidence of a lack of understanding of each others'
needs and of unanticipated changes that both groups will undergo in this process of
increasing integration. GE teachers appear to desire more resource help than is
currently available in the SE department, and than SE teachers are currently prepared to
provide. SE teachers tend to underestimate GE teachers' needs for personal, historical
information on a given student. GE teachers appear to underestimate or overlook
entirely the need for and the implications of a redefinition of roles for SE teachers. GE
teachers appear to perceive that SE teachers have a body of knowledge regarding
teaching strategies and learning styles that GE teachers do not have, whereas SE
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teachers voiced a belief that GE teachers are already utilizing appropriate strategies in
classes. It may be that the body of knowledge which GE teachers believe they will gain
access to will not match their preconceived notions. GE teachers voiced a concern that
resource teachers require accountability procedures to ensure access and quality of
performance, while SE teachers did not mention accountability, and may have different
opinions on that matter. This area was not explored further.
Discussion and Conclusions

Historically SE and GE teachers, to a large degree, have operated independently of
each other, so it is not surprising to find that there

~e

some areas where there is a lack

of understanding of the needs of one group by the other. It appears, for example, that
GE teachers do not perceive the extent or the consequences of the process of redefining
SE teachers' role(s). This process requires education, time, and opportunities for
participants to negotiate new policies and practices. SE teachers will be expected to
switch hats from SE subject matter classes to a variety of forms of resource help or
consultation. This constitutes a significant change in roles, as teachers move from an
isolated setting, to some form of consultation and resource model. It is beyond the
scope of this research project to suggest exactly what model would be appropriate, but,
rather, to suggest that the process of change is imminent and that that process be
informed by available knowledge about change in schools.

The optimum setting for a school change effort, Fullan & Stiegelbauer (1991) point
out, is a school where a "collaborative culture" exists. It appears that the teachers in
this study have developed just such a culture through the co-op classes that have been in
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place for a decade and have grown to become an extensive program (11 sections in the
previous academic year). Both GE and SE teachers expressed very positive feelings
regarding co-oping and the need for more co-op classes, as well as the development of
resource Settings: This past collaboration amongst teachers could prove to be fruitful
ground for the experimentation and trial-and-error work that needs to be done to
develop a program that would support successful school-wide integration. Utilizing the
teachers who are currently willing to co-op, policies can be developed that can later be
utilized in mainstreaming for SE populations and other populations in need of special
consideration.

Themes
Four themes which emerged from teachers' comments are presented here. Again, GE
responses will be presented first, and then those of the SE teachers. Tables 2 through 5
are included to illustrate the types of comments that characterized each theme. The
themes are as follows:
Teacher Reservations about the REI
Teacher Beliefs about Students with LD
GE Setting Remains the Same
Benefits of Increased Mainstreaming
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Table 2
Teacher Reservations about the REI: Representative Teacher Comments

I have a concern about putting special ed kids who can't use the materials
that the regular kids are using in the with the regular kids. I think that will
stigmatize them.
I see [writing] as a very slow, multi-dimensional task, and I think that we
would lose some of those kids by having them in an environment where the
expectation would be that everybody would know how to put their ideas
together in a five paragraph essay.
There are some problems that can be dealt with in the classroom if the
teacher is aware of them and has some skills, and I think there are others
that just cannot. And I think placement is crucial. . . . There are some kids
that are just so off the walls that they don't belong there and it takes a very
long time to get that addressed and taken care of, and it takes away from
everybody else.
My concern would be to make sure that there would follow staff members
who know those students well enough to be able to interpret what's
happening to them within the curriculum. . . . You've got to have the staff
follow-up and working with them daily or even hourly.
We pick the students who will go into our co-ops . . . and that's real
important. You just can't indiscriminately say ... we had 40 percent of our
students last year in a mainstream and now we're going to shoot for 50
percent. If that 50 percent don't cut it, they shouldn't be out there.
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Table 3
Teacher Beliefs about Students with LD: Representative Teacher Comments

I don't see any difference between having an LD student and any other
student. In fact, it's an advantage, maybe, because this is a kid that's been
tested.
The average LD child that I've had, those kids do really well. They don't do
spectacular work, but they sit there. They're cooperative. They will ask for
help. They aren't real pests. They're concerned with their grades. Again,
the work isn't wonderful, but there is movement, there's action.
We've seen situations where, yes, we can believe that [a learning disability]
is what the problem is and it's not personality. It's not a power play or any
inherent laziness on the kid's part, but that something isn't being processed.
They've had a lot of high-powered attention put on them and their parents
are very aware of the problem. I think that they've admitted the problem.
They've admitted, they've found out kind-of what it is, and are willing to
address it.
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Table 4
GE Settine Remains the Same: Representative Teacher Comments

Math One already uses every strategy under the sun anyway. So I don't
think that would change much. If there were more resources that would help
teach those lessons in two different ways, I would be willing to take them
on.
I already do things that allow for a lot of individual differences. I do
Writers' Workshop two days a week in my class and kids are all working on
pieces of writing on those days, but the amount of production that each kid
does is very different, the quality of the writing is very different, so I
wouldn't change that.
The grade should be representative of what the student knows.
He's in the same class, getting the same credit, so I use the same standards.
The kids need to be treated the same in the classroom. If they're treated
differently then they feel different.
I don't think the curriculum should change that much in the mainstream and
that what's got to be adapted would be the scales and the determination of
what's failure and what's success.
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Table 5
Benefits of Increased Mainstreamiru:: Representative Teacher Comments

The two of us working, trying to get things organized for those particular
kids, what we did actually helped the whole group.
I think a positive consequence can be that special ed kids who have kids in
the other population to model make them improve behaviors . . . I don't
have any data to support it but I would expect that would extend even to
learning behaviors.
There's a spill-over. Obviously there's a lot of gray area students who could
go out and test tomorrow and they would defInitely qualify.
You have teachers who teach all day long in a class by themselves and they
don't get a lot of time to really collaborate with other people about their
specific problems and I think that that's one of the real positive things that
comes out in co-op teaching.
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Teacher Reservations about the REI

GE Teachers

It should be noted that teachers' familiarity with assumptions in the REI varied greatly.

Some had only heard the term introduced during the interview, while others had been
exposed to some level of the current national debate. Reactions to the assumptions and
changes found in the REI literature were mixed. Teachers agreed with the importance
of providing a normalized social climate for previously segregated SE students, but
were leery of poor implementation that could lead to detrimental affects for all
concerned. Everyone wanted to maintain the current range of placement options
available to SE students, and saw a need to develop a range of options to support
mainstream teachers. There was substantial concern that needy students (SE and others)
would simply "get lost" in the system and "quietly fail", as teachers attempted to deal
with the wide diversity of needs. There was significant concern regarding the "tradeoff" teachers inevitably would have to make in allocating time and resources to
students. No one viewed the REI as a money-saving venture, but, rather, as potentially
more expensive than the existing SE model.

Comments indicated support for the positive benefits mainstreamed students can accrue
in terms of socialization, and with the underlying assertion that segregated settings need
to be reconsidered. There was much concern, however, that a reform effort would be
poorly designed, and that GE classrooms would become "dumping" grounds, as is
illustrated by this Math teacher's comment, "I think the idea is good. I think there's
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positive things about it, but you have to do the researching that goes with it or it
becomes a bad idea because it's only half done. "

The over-riding concern appeared to be that teachers would not be able to meet the
needs of all of their students. SE students are "quiet and shy" and "need a lot more
repetition than we can give them." Teachers felt puUed in all directions in meeting the
needs of students with attention deficits, bilingual speakers, SE students, and the everpresent "gray area" students. As one teacher worded her concerns, "Would we truly be
meeting the needs of those kids? . . . If we're working to accommodate the learning
styles of different kids in our classes, how are we going to do that at the same time that
we're keeping our other end of the spectrum kids?" There was concern about teachers
who would not be willing to accommodate students' needs. "There are teachers who
will not even try to do anything different or listen to accommodation strategies, or
whatever, and those kids will be served poorly."

There was concern, also, that teachers would feel compelled to "water down" the
curriculum in an effort to catch those at the lower end of performance. An English
teacher explains. "I feel as though I have to really slow down and I have to water down
a little bit, and what has happened in my Freshman classes, particularly, is that I have
to read all of the literature aloud to the students."

Teachers expressed a strong need to maintain the current range of options available to
SE students. One teacher described SE settings as an "escape hatch" for those students
who find mainstream classes too difficult, or for teachers who are frustrated with a
particular student (usually attributed to behavioral problems). A GovernmentIWorld
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History teacher described it this way:

" Main streaming , I can understand the

socialization business, but there's also a frustration level that would be driving those
poor kids crazy and I don't know how that frustration business would enhance any kind
of learning, if the kid's a nervous wreck." An English teacher described the need for a
continuum of services. "I think there should be that full range of classes for those kids.
There are certain kids who need a small, more self-contained class and then I think
there are kids who should definitely be in the mainstream without any support most of
the day and I think somehow you have to design a model that would meet all that
range." Teachers were concerned, too, about the stigmatizing effects of putting SE
students with extreme skill deficiencies in GE settings. "I have a concern about putting
special ed kids who can't use the materials that the regular kids are using in the with
the regular kids. I think that will stigmatize them. "

There was particular concern from several teachers that SE English classes be
maintained, as many SE students seem to require a level of instruction in reading and
writing skills not typically available in GE settings. Explained one English teacher, "I
see [writing] as a very slow, multi-dimensional task, and I think that we would lose
some of those kids by having them in an environment where the expectation would be
that everybody would know how to put their ideas together in a five paragraph essay. "

Another consideration was the removal of SE students who are inappropriately placed
in GE settings. This is of particular concern when SE students' ability levels are so
disparate from the general class that students' frustration turns outward and becomes a
behavioral issue. One teacher warns, "It's too much to ask that we can do it without
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having some way to remove the student from the regular classroom if it's not
working. "

Accordingly, many teachers pointed out, careful placement is of utmost importance.
Reports one Biology teacher, "There are some problems that can be dealt with in the
classroom if the teacher is aware of them and has some skills, and I think there are
others that just cannot. And I think placement is crucial. . . . There are some kids that
are just so off the walls that they don't belong there and it takes a very long time to get
that addressed and taken care of, and it takes away from everybody else." A Math
teacher says "there needs to be some quick response to my or your coming and saying
so-and-so is just not making it in this class setting. "

A few comments revealed teachers' perception that the SE students they had received
thus far had been carefully screened by SE teachers before placement in GE classes,
and that if the REI was implemented to its fullest extent, that screening process would
cease to exist and teachers would be left to deal with an even wider range of skill and
behavioral levels. One teacher expressed concern over the extreme dependency
exhibited by many SE students and that teachers would need some strategies to deal
with that. "There's a special ed mentality for kids who've been in special ed and have
been enabled most of their learning career and we would have to have some
intervention and detox them from the special ed mentality." Teachers did not view the
changes suggested in the REI as cost-saving measures because the funds that formerly
were supporting SE self-contained classes would simply be used for more co-op classes
or other programs to support mainstreaming.
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SE teachers comments showed similar concerns regarding careful placement, doubt
about the GE teachers' ability to meet the needs of the diversity of students, the need
for programs to support mainstreaming, and the need for retraining of teachers. In
addition, SE teachers were concerned about the apparent uncertainty of their jobs and
about the dangers of a full-scale main streaming effort that overlooks the needs of
individuals involved.

These teachers were emphatic that the range of SE options remain available for SE
students. While they supported an increase in mainstreaming, and maintained that
increased integration had long been a priority of the SE department, they indicated a
strong need to maintain segregated settings for students with LD. As one teacher
explained, "It's good for development socially, but I think that mildly handicapped LD
students can learn when materials are sequentially taught and I'm not sure that a
mainstreamed setting is the most appropriate in order for their learning to continue. "
Another teacher warns, "I'd be real cautious with the idea that [mainstreaming] is good
for everyone.... There's still the need for that parallel curriculum. "

For a successful main streaming program, these teachers say, SE teachers would need to
follow students into the mainstream. Support services for both students and teachers
would have to be provided for. "My concern would be to make sure that there would
follow staff members who know those students well enough to be able to interpret
what's happening to them within the curriculum. . . . You've got to have the staff
follow-up and working with them daily or even hourly." GE teachers need the training
to enable them to "understand what goes on with special ed students." And, again,
teachers show concern over the ability of GE teachers to meet the diversity of needs
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they encounter. "The regular ed teachers are having a hard time meeting the needs of
the regular kids in their classes.... I co-oped last semester. Forty-eight percent of [the
general education] students failed [Math]."

Teachers warned that the school should not be too quick to respond to a national trend,
and that increased main streaming not be considered a panacea for every student. "I
have never been able to understand why specific mandates come from above, from
people who are not in the classroom, . . . I think we can spend a little bit of time
saying let's prepare other people to understand that there are differences in
communities and differences in school districts and differences within schools, and we
all have to develop our own programs that meet the needs of our students." One teacher
illustrates the need for careful selection of who is mainstreamed. "We pick the students
who will go into our co-ops . . . and that's real important. You just can't
indiscriminately say . . . we had 40 percent of our students last year in a mainstream
and now we're going to shoot for 50 percent. If that 50 percent don't cut it, they
shouldn't be out there. "

Changes suggested in the REI seemed to stir up apprehension in SE teachers, because
they perceived the REI as an effort to eliminate SE services, thereby eliminating jobs.
From one teacher, "I think the special ed department sees it as a move to get rid of
special education teachers, initially, to cut back the cost of the special education
teachers. If the kids are all in the regular classroom, then they'll need less people just
to monitor and walk around instead of doing any real teaching, because that seems to
be the gist of where this is all headed." And from another teacher, "That's the special
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ed teacher's biggest fear, that they become an aide because they can't possibly measure
up to the content area that's being taught because they're not a specialist in that area."

Discussion and Conclusions

Both SE and GE teachers have many concerns about changes suggested in the REI.
There appears to be marked support for the effort to include more students with
disabilities in GE settings, but, teachers warn, they must be accompanied by support,
both for the students and for the teachers involved. Teachers need additional staff
development, smaller class sizes, and assistance in the classroom, and students need
monitoring and a range of fall-back services. Each student must be carefully considered
for appropriate placement, if any, and placement must be reversible, if the need arises.
Schools must consider their own unique needs in implementing a change effort such as
the REI. These services, teachers say, will not produce any cut in costs, but would
pot.entially be even more expensive than existing services.

While it appears that teachers support Gartner and Lipsky's (1987) notion of
"normalized community participation" (p. 386) for SE students, these teachers also
express that the state of the current GE setting is such that it is frequently unable to
meet the educational needs of students. Teachers appear willing to lay blame not on the
students' lack of abilities, but on the school environment, in its failure to provide
adequate personnel and staff development to support the programs it attempts to offer.
The comments herein echo the words of Kauffman et al. (1988) in that as teachers face
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a greater diversity of ability among students, they feel less able to teach most of their
students effectively.

Teacher Beliefs about Students with LD
GE Teachers

Teachers in this group, for the most part, had positive feelings toward students with LD
and indicated a persistent belief that LD is a true disability. A few, more isolated,
comments indicated negative perceptions of some students with LD who are believed to
use their disability as an excuse to avoid difficult work and who are unwilling to work
independently.

Teachers viewed students with LD as concerned about their grades, willing to try, able
and willing to apply the study skills they had learned in SE settings, and not
significantly different than the general population in terms of effort and need for extra
attention. The academic performance level, however, was usually significantly lower
than the average GE student. They perceived these students as "supported" by an SE
department, which seemed to relieve them of some of the burden of feeling totally
responsible for educating these students. For example, they appreciated the study skills
SE students often utilized in class and the opportunity to have information about a
student's disability. Many teachers expressed frustration over "gray area" students who
are also low achieving, but for whom there is no support and no readily available
explanation for their difficulties. One teacher explained his frustration this way: "[The
student with LD] knows, and we know what's wrong with him. I've got students now,
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I wish I knew what was wrong with them." A Math teacher illustrates how he views the
difference between "gray area" students and SE students.
They've had a lot of high-powered attention put on them and their parents
are very aware of the problem. I think that they've admitted the problem.
They've admitted, they've found out kind-of what it is, and are willing to
address it. We have a lot of students, and I've sat in a lot of parent
conferences, to know that [the GEl student hasn't owned up to the problem.
The parent's not owning up to it, and it really makes it hard to work.
Another teacher cites the advantages of the information that accompanies SE students.
"I don't see any difference between having an LO student and any other student. In
fact, it's an advantage, maybe, because this is a kid that's been tested." An English
teacher points out, "They've been carefully screened and, in fact, they come in often
with more study skills. They're willing to ask for help. They're willing to say when
they don't understand."

Another English teacher described her experiences in this way: "The average LO child
that I've had, those kids do really well. They don't do spectacular work, but they sit
there. They're cooperative. They will ask for help. They aren't real pests. They're
concerned with their grades. Again, the work isn't wonderful, but there is movement,
there's action. "

When asked about their understanding of or beliefs about the "nature of LO," teachers
indicated a strong belief that the SE category is a viable classification for SE students,
and that a "learning disability" is a true phenomenon, although they felt unable to
articulate its exact nature. Teachers' comments indicated a belief that students with LD
have normal IQs, seem to process information differently, and frequently have trouble
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retaining information. One Math teacher described his perception of a learning
disability .
My understanding of it was that with each added complexity that you added
to a problem it took a quantum leap in his ability to hang onto it and make
sense out of it. So that once you got more than three or four different
variables or things that needed to be done or manipulated, whatever, it
became too much for him and then his wires crossed and you just see sparks
flying and then pieces would come out more and more disconnected until he
was totally scrambled as to what to do and then was useless until the next
day.

A Biology teacher reiterated that "we've seen situations where, yes, we can believe that
[a learning disability] is what the problem is·and it's not personality. It's not a power
play or any inherent laziness on the kid's part, but that something isn't being
processed."

Negative comments about students with LD generally revolved around the notions that
some students with LD use their disability as a "crutch" and an excuse to avoid work
that appears difficult,

and that students often appeared

unwilling

to

work

independently. With each negative comment, though, teachers always qualified their
comments with a reiteration that their experiences with students with LD had generally
been positive.

A Chemistry teacher reported that "in my experience they say, 'I'm LD,' and they just
won't do anything. They'll just sit there and not do anything . . . . That, to me, is just
total laziness . . . On the other hand, like I say, when the LD kids know what their
problem is and are really trying to solve it, work around it, they can be very good
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students." A Math teacher described her experience with students with LD. "I co-taught
with a special ed teacher one year and I found, even with her there, that her students
were very inattentive, that they wanted her to give them all the answers. . . . When I
was teaching Science and we would do activities, again, the kids weren't used to being
independent and they wanted me to sit with them and do the activities with them. "

SE Teachers

In this study SE teachers were not asked about their beliefs about LD, as the research
questions were aimed at beliefs held by teachers who will be receiving students with
LD in the mainstream setting.

Discussion and Conclusions

Teacher comments about the nature of a learning disability consistently exhibited an
understanding of it as a difference in the way students with LD process information.
Due to the voluntary aspect of this research project, it appears that this group of
volunteers was particularly accepting of the notion that LD is a viable category.
Comments also evidenced a leaning toward situating the "problem" in the school, not
within the child. These teachers' comments revealed some similarities to Coles' (1987)
interactive theory, in that students with LD are of normal capability, given the right
learning conditions, and that these conditions could be provided if teachers are given
appropriate support.
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GE Setting Remains the Same
GE Teachers

How a teacher structures his/her classes will not change much in response to an influx
of students with LO, teachers say. The curriculum will remain the same and students
will be graded with the same expectations as all other students, for the most part.
Where teachers say they are willing to accommodate students with LO, and, for that
matter, all students, is in their daily presentation of material and in utilizing strategies
that assist particular students. Teachers. reported that they currently use a variety of
strategies in their classes and are willing to accommodate individual differences, hence,
while there is always a need for new strategies, there is no need to adjust the
curriculum or the grading scales for students with LO. Teachers' comments exhibited a
belief that students with LO have a normal range IQ and are capable of doing the same
work as other students, with appropriate modifications on a daily basis to allow for
differences in learning style. As discussed above, when asked what staff development
options teachers wanted, there was a strong desire for an array of teaching strategies
and information about learning styles. It appears that these teachers are genuinely
willing to utilize strategies that increase students' opportunities for success.

As one Math teacher explained it, "I think the thing about treating [students with LO]
the same . . . 1 don't think we treat anyone student the same. 1 think what you see is a
variety of teacher responses to a variety of problems. What you're hearing maybe, is
that we treat the LO student the same in that we try to react to their problems as we
react to other students' problems." And from another Math teacher, "Math One already
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uses every strategy under the sun anyway. So I don't think that would change much. If
there were more resources that would help teach those lessons in two different ways, I
would be willing to take them on." An English teacher explains, "I already do things
that allow for a lot of individual differences. I do Writers' Workshop two days a week
in my class and kids are all working on pieces of writing on those days, but the amount
of production that each kid does is very different, the quality of the writing is very
different, so I wouldn't change that." A Chemistry teacher claims he is "multi-level
anyway and a lot of time I have kids on the same level as the special ed kids for a
different reason, so I don't really gear it special to them."

Though teachers are willing to accommodate students to the degree that they view as
necessary for the student to have an opportunity for success, in the final analysis all
students' grades will be judged on the same scale. A few, isolated comments indicated
that some teachers have graded SE students on a more relaxed grading scale when they
saw significant effort on the student's part. In general, though, teachers expressed the
belief that a final grade should represent the attainment of a certain set of standards in a
particular curriculum and that grading students on a different scale violates that
principle. Teachers were willing, however, to allow SE students to be given an SE
grade and earn SE credit, while in a GE class, if the student was showing significant
effort, and the final grade was reflected as an SE grade on the transcript.

This anecdotal comment illustrates an English teacher's reasoning behind grading
students with similar standards, or indicating that an alternative scale has been used,
such as the SE grades: "We have the case this year of having one of the local
employers call us and say, 'This kid has a diploma from your school. He doesn't know
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anything. How can you have graduated him?' Well, it turns out this kid was a special
ed kid. Doesn't say that on the diploma and the employer hasn't even seen the diploma,
but knows that the kid is a high school graduate. I believe in truth in advertising. "

"The grade should be representative of what the student knows", remarked a Math
teacher. A Science teacher explains, "He's in the same class, getting the same credit,
so I use the same standards." The few comments that reflected a need for a modified
standard for SE students receiving GE credit indicated that school-wide guidelines for
grading SE students should be established. From one Science teacher, "I don't know
how it's working in the co-op classes in terms of grading, but . . . people have to
participate in the construction of that policy and then everybody has to agree that that's
how it works." An English teacher responded, "It can't be entirely up to the teachers.
There has to be a school policy. "

Math teachers, in particular, were adamant that SE students need to be held accountable
to the same set of standards as other students because Math is sequentially organized
and success in later classes is largely dependent on success in prerequisite courses. One
Math teacher explained it this way: "In [Math] classes it's not like that. We change
level by changing classes . . . . If you're in Algebra and you can't handle that, then we
need to put you in General Math. . . . If a student has trouble with one level of math,
they find another level, which is another class. "
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SE Teachers

SE teachers agreed that the structure of the GE classroom should remain intact.
Comments evidenced a belief that the experience of main streaming is a lesson in
learning to adjust to a new and different set of standards. Teachers also wished to avoid
the negative stigmatizing effects from treating SE students differently in the GE setting.

When asked if the structure of the GE classroom should change, one teacher's response
was, "Not the structure, but the size. All students would benefit from a smaller class
size, an additional classroom aide, more cooperative teaching, not specifically between
regular ed and special ed, but more collaborative teaching." And from another teacher,
"I think it's our job to adapt to the structure as it exists, just like the kids are going to
have to adapt to society." One teacher explained, "The kids need to be treated the same
in the classroom. If they're treated differently then they feel different." From another
teacher, "I don't think the curriculum should change that much in the mainstream and
that what's got to be adapted would be the scales and the determination of what's
failure and what's success. "

SE teachers indicated a lack of faith in supplemental texts, citing GE teachers'
reluctance to individualize instruction when faced with the number and diversity of
students assigned to GE classes. "I don't think adapted texts would work. . . . I know
that the class that I'm in . . . everyone just comes into the class and we all work
together. And if you have to start adapting curriculum and having this corner of the
room using this book and this comer using . . . and having the Blue Birds and the
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Yellow Birds again, I think it's defeating the purpose. I just don't see adapting the
curriculum. "

Discussion and Conclusions

These teachers' comments echo the findings of Schumm and Vaughn (1991), in that
most teachers are reluctant to modify curriculum use or evaluation procedures for
individual students. Teachers in this study appear to have accepted the concept of
individualizing instruction, however, in recognizing that there are different learning
styles that require different methods of.presentation. It is in formatting information in
new ways that they appear to need the most assistance. What is yet to be determined at
this school is under what circumstances and with what set of standards an SE student
may be awarded grades differently than other students.

Benefits of Increased

Mainstreamin~

GE Teachers

Teachers say the most positive aspects of integration of students with LD is the social
integration students can experience, and the opportunities created for teachers to work
together and for GE teachers to see strategies applied in the GE setting. In the case of a
resource SE setting, GE teachers have the opportunity to seek help from a colleague
who knows the student and a place to send students for additional help. In the co-op
setting GE teachers are able to watch specialized teaching strategies demonstrated, and
all teachers have an opportunity to develop collaborative skills.
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From one Math teacher, "[An SE teacher] went to more Marilyn Bums workshops than
I did. She knows more about teaching Math than I do." Says one English teacher, " ..
. working with [an SE teacher], she's given me some very practical ideas." From
another Math teacher, "The two of us working, trying to get things organized for those
particular kids, what we did actually helped the whole group." One teacher sums up her
reasoning for preferring a co-op teacher over a resource teacher, "Immediacy is
important, with all adolescents. "

One can see from comments about the benefits that students expenence from
main streaming , that what helps students, helps teachers, as well, as their sense of
efficacy is heightened by a successful experience with a student. A Biology teacher
described a student with LD who was successful in her mainstream class, "He was
really pleased. He was really proud of himself and felt like he'd come a long way. He
was pleased to be able to have that choice." Another Math teacher explains, "She
wanted this so badly, and this was the neatest thing in the world to happen to her. She .
was actually in a classroom with her friends." An English teacher had this to say: "I
think a positive consequence can be that special ed kids who have kids in the other
popUlation to model make them improve behaviors. . . . I don't have any data to
support it but I would expect that would extend even to learning behaviors. "

SE Teachers

Comments highlighted the benefits accrued by all students when there are two teachers
available, as in the co-op model. "There's a spill-over. Obviously there's a lot of gray
area students who could go out and test tomorrow and they would definitely qualify."
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These teachers were highly enthusiastic about the co-op model because their
experiences with it at this particular school had been extremely positive. "You have
teachers who teach all day long in a class by themselves and they don't get a lot of time
to really collaborate with other people about their specific problems and I think that
that's one of the real positive things that comes out in co-op teaching. "
Discussion and Conclusions

It appears that teachers in this study see some benefits from increased mainstreaming.
They see many advantages for students in terms of learning appropriate social skills and
exposure to normal social climates. They appreciate opportunities to work together in
co-op settings and to view strategies demonstrated in GE settings by SE teachers. It
appears to be evident, however, that although GE teachers appreciate opportunities to
see strategies applied, it is less clear just how committed GE teachers are to rethinking
their own knowledge base to incorporate such strategies into their own practices. It
appears GE teachers may appreciate the presence of a specialist, but may not have
accepted the proposition that GE teacher practices should be reexamined, as well.

Summruy

Chapter 4 has presented the results of the interviews. Teachers' comments were
summarized and discussed and conclusions drawn for the four research questions and
four themes which emerged from the data.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Chapter 5 presents a summary of the findings and their implications, recommendations
for practice and further research, a review of the relevant school change research, and a
vignette of a high school wherein the recommendations have been implemented.

The time has never been better to undertake the difficult task of redefining the
relationship between special education and general education. Reform efforts such as
the Regular Education Initiative and the inclusion movement confirm the need for
significant changes in the policies and practices that affect SE populations. This is a
task that is best addressed by individual schools as they negotiate the changes called for
by reformists, in light of the norms and needs that exist within a given school. Fuchs
and Fuchs (1994) have described the task put before schools:
Now is the time for leadership that recognizes the need for change;
appreciates the importance of consensus building; looks at general education
with a sense of what is possible; respects special education I s traditions and
values and the law that undergrids them; and seeks to strengthen the
mainstream, as well as other educational options that can provide more
intensive services, to enhance the learning and lives of all children. (p. 309)
The purpose of this study was to determine what support and programmatic changes
high school teachers view as necessary for the successful implementation of a
mainstreaming program as described in the Regular Education Initiative.
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The following research questions were addressed:
1. What are the perceptions of regular and special education high school teachers
concerning the resources needed to implement an increase in integration of
students with LD?
2. What are the perceptions of general and special education high school teachers
concerning the in-service/staff development needed to implement an increase in
integration of students with LD?
3. What programmatic changes do teachers express as potentially beneficial in an
program designed to increase integration of students with LD?
4. What are the areas of consensus and diversity between special educators and
general educators regarding programmatic changes and necessary resources and
in-service/professional development?

An advantage of using the interview format is that other issues can be revealed in the
ensuing discussion of the proposed research questions. In this study, some light was
shed on teachers' reactions to propositions in the REI, and teachers' beliefs about
students with LD and the structure of the GE classroom under the REI.

Teachers expressed mixed reactions to propositions suggested in the REI. There was
support for the benefits accrued by SE students in terms of socialization and for the
appropriateness of rethinking segregated settings to some degree, but there was also an
need to maintain specialized settings to meet SE students' academic needs and to ensure
a certain quality of education for students and teachers in the mainstream setting. In
general, teachers interviewed confirmed the findings of researchers in that they did not
feel capable of meeting the needs of many students with LD in the mainstream setting.
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Teachers emphasized that a school needs to provide SE students a continuum of
services that includes, as one option, the GE classroom. There are many students, they
stress, who will always need specialized settings for at least some part of the day if the
student is to be well-served.

Participants were in agreement that not all teachers are suitable candidates to teach SE
students; some teachers appear to be intractable in their inability or unwillingness to
accommodate individual students' needs. Although there are isolated examples of
successful mainstreaming with teachers who are reluctant to accommodate students, in
general, these teachers say, placement of SE students should be focused on those
teachers who show a willingness to work with special needs populations.

Teachers' comments evidenced a great deal of concern over the ability of teachers to
accommodate an ever-widening range of ability levels in the classroom. Kauffman,
Gerber & Semmel (1988) addressed this very concern and surmised that, with an
increase in students with disabilities in regular classrooms, but the continuation of
relatively scarce and fixed resources, there is a limit to the amount of variability that
can be accommodated effectively in a classroom, and that REI reformers have
overestimated the willingness and ability of teachers to be able to effectively educate
students under such conditions. Teachers' reactions in this study appear to support the
conclusions of Kauffman et al. (1988). The question arises, then, about what change in
resources can be afforded teachers that will increase their willingness and ability to
accommodate students with special needs.
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When asked about the resources which would support an increase in integration of
students with LD, teachers soundly expressed the need for an increased presence of SE
teachers as co-op teachers and as resources of information and assistance with SE
students. By far the most profoundly clear response from teachers in this study was the
need to have access to people who have specialized knowledge and who could support
GE teachers in their efforts to accommodate an influx of SE students. Contrary to
previous research findings, GE teachers did express a desire to have access to and
utilize information about individual students' IEPs. A program that would monitor SE
students placed in GE settings was also suggested. Access to specialized materials was
important, but additional texts was not. These teachers appear to be satisfied with the
technology, texts, and facilities they have, but feel a need for information about
specific students' needs and teaching strategies that work, more co-op classes, and
resource help from a SE teacher outside of the classroom.

The preference for co-op classes can be explained in part by the extremely successful .
co-op program in existence at this particular school. At the time of the study, the
school offered 13 co-op classes, more than any high school in the surrounding
metropolitan area, and the program received accolades from both GE and SE teachers
in the study.

When asked what types of staff development or in-service education teachers value,
they expressed that no one solution would address the variety of needs that exist.
Differences in experience, education, and philosophies dictate that a successful staff
development program would offer teachers a variety of workshops to choose from,
dependent on each teacher's perceived need for information and skills. In-service
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should be ongoing, with opportunities for reflection and self-evaluation, and, for the
most part, designed and presented by teachers currently on staff. The content of
workshops

should

include

characteristics

of

students

with

LD,

learning

styles\modalities, general classroom management, and effective teaching strategies.
Whether or not staff development should be mandatory for all teachers, regardless of
willingness to work with special needs populations, was not sufficiently explored in this
study to comment on that issue.

Regarding programmatic changes that would support an effort to integrate students with
LD, teachers preferred, by far, continued use of co-op classes and the development of
resource SE settings. Smaller class sizes and the addition of new vocational classes
were also suggested. Teachers particularly stressed the importance of retaining a
continuum of SE options for student placement. Full inclusion in the GE setting and the
elimination of SE segregated classes was not supported by these teachers. Co-op classes
were seen as favorable for on-the-spot, immediate assistance and information, and the
opportunity to observe strategies demonstrated by SE teachers. Co-ops, however, must
remain on a voluntary basis, with provision of time for teachers to collaborate, and
should receive the benefit of smaller class sizes when a large number of students with
LD are concentrated in a class. Teachers expressed a desire for resource settings, as
well. Resource SE teachers could be utilized to 1) monitor the progress of SE students
in GE settings, 2) support SE students in a CORE class, and 3) support GE teachers
with student information, curricular support, or access to specialized materials.

SE and GE teachers evidenced a surprising degree of agreement regarding resources,
staff development, and programmatic changes. There was a great deal of concurrence
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on issues such as the need to increase mainstreaming opportunities, the structure of the
GE classroom, the need for more co-op classes and to develop resource settings, the
types of staff development necessary, and the necessity for teachers to be afforded
opportunities to collaborate in designing policies that fit the existing operating
conditions of the school. Teachers also expressed a large degree of suspicion that this
change effort will not be given the consideration or the funds to be implemented
successfully. SE and GE teachers evidenced few disagreements, but, rather, comments
indicated a need for opportunities to explore the issues faced by each group. Since SE
and GE teachers have long worked as separate groups, it is not surprising that there are
areas where each group of teachers demonstrated lack of understanding of the issues
faced by the other. This is a particularly salient point, given that teachers are likely to
soon undergo a redefinition of the relationship between special education and general
education. In an effort to redefine that liaison, it is crucial that each group more fully
understands the issues faced by the other.

When GE teachers were asked about their beliefs about students with LD and the nature
of learning disabilities, their responses indicated an understanding that LD is associated
with a student's intangible, but observable, difference in processing information. Their
experiences had proved that LD is a viable SE category, though confusing and
undefmed. Students with LD are deserving of accommodations in the presentation of
information, but in awarding final grades, students with LD should be evaluated by the
same standards as all other students. There were, in fact, a large number of positive
comments regarding students with LD in GE settings. Teachers appreciated that these
students come with support programs, frequently implemented within the classroom
and available to other students, and with information that explains, at least in part, their
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poor performance on academic tasks. A frustrating aspect of teaching, these educators
explain, is that teachers feel at a loss to account for and to address the failure of many
students. Students with LD, they say, are accompanied by support personnel, a
program, and an explanation for academic difficulties.

In response to the REI and inclusion movements, the National Joint Committee on
Learning Disabilities (1993) has developed a position statement regarding the education
of students with LD in general education classrooms. It is interesting to note the strong
degree of agreement between the NJCLD's statement and the comments of teachers in
this study. The NJCLD supports the uSe of the general classroom "for some, but not

all" (italics in original) students with LD. The GE classroom should be viewed as one
of many educational options available, but not as a substitute for the full continuum
necessary to assure an appropriate education for all students with LD. Those factors
that contribute to effective education of students with LD are summarized by the
NJCLD:

1. The educational, social, and emotional needs of the individual, the types of
disabilities and the degree of severity should determine the design of educational
programs.
2. A continuum of education placements must be available to students with LD.
3. Specialized instructional strategies, materials, and appropriate accommodations
must be provided as needed.
4. Systematic and ongoing review of a student's progress is needed.
5. Systematic and ongoing review of the programs and services provided is needed.
6. Coordinated educational and vocational planning are required.
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7. A positive and accepting environment must be established by the building principal.
In a list of recommendations for implementation prepared by the NJCLD, again, the

comments of teachers in this study are echoed.

The NJCLD recommends the

development of collaborative relationships among professionals, parents, and students;
the provision of reasonable class size, time for collaboration, appropriate materials, and
technology; involvement of GE teachers in the development and implementation of
IEPs; and in-service programs that are ongoing, research validated, and which address
characteristics of special needs populations, learning theory, cultural diversity, informal
assessment, instructional strategies,

c~sroom

management, and collaboration between

professionals and families.

Implications

These teachers have validated the work of many previous researchers in that they do
not support wide-spread change in the SE system. They want to maintain the
continuation of SE services and say that it would be difficult, if not impossible, to
service certain SE students in the GE setting. Their comments evidence that there is
limited commitment to rethinking a GE teacher's knowledge base to include the
specialized strategies of SE teachers. At the same time, this group of teachers exhibits
genuine support for the appropriateness of providing normalized social climates for SE
students and a willingness to accommodate some SE students, given the support they
have described herein.
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It is the contention of this author that this group of teachers represents an advantageous
starting point from which to develop a mainstream program that can eventually
encompass many more difficult-to-teach groups than students with LD. The ultimate
objective should be to create a school culture that does not differentiate between SE and
GE students, but that uses the knowledge of SE

an~

GE teachers to build a unified,

school-wide range of programs that can address the needs of all students who require
assistance. As Gartner and Lipsky (1987) have succinctly stated: "It is not special
education but the total educational system that must change" (p. 382).

Coates (1989) recommends that before the REI is attempted on a large scale, RE
teachers must be educated to the efficacy of such programs through small-scale trial
efforts and through the utilization of new techniques and methods with low-achieving
students currently in regular classrooms. If teachers are to have the responsibility of
implementing changes, he explains, they should first be afforded opportunities to see
that the modifications are worthwhile. It is recommended, therefore, that any effort at .
increasing mainstreaming begin with a small group of students and GE teachers, and
that in-service professional development and opportunities for teachers to collaborate on
program design and discussion of relevant issues begin full-scale and immediately.

It is clear from the comments of participants that any increase in mainstreaming such as
described by REI supporters or inclusionists needs to be accompanied by careful
consideration of programming that would increase the chances of success for everyone.
SE students cannot be dumped into GE settings without the provision of appropriate
support. The act of moving students from SE settings to GE classes will not cut costs
nor address students' academic needs. In fact, if implemented effectively, new
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programs could cost more than existing SE programs. However, one can view the
increased integration of SE populations as an avenue for facilitating future efforts to
accommodate the needs of a variety of special populations in the GE setting. The effort
required to pave the way for SE students now can create benefits in the future as
schools are increasingly expected to address the needs of an ever-increasing variety of
special needs populations. It would behoove any school to use the integration of SE
populations as an opportunity to explore new policies and programs that would further
schools in becoming more effective for all students.

It should be reiterated that the voluntary and time-consuming nature of this study most

likely skewed the composition of this sample toward those teachers who are concerned
about SE students. This sample of teachers had relatively positive and flexible reactions
toward SE students and it is acknowledged that this may not be representative of most
of the teachers in the school. However, this fact only serves to support the suggestion
that teachers interviewed in this study appear to be a suitable starting point for the
development of a successful main streaming program which can eventually be expanded.
GE teachers interviewed expressed a desire for more collaboration, an understanding of
the nature of learning disabilities, a willingness to accommodate varying learning
styles, a positive attitude toward students with LD, adequate technology and texts, and
a positive relationship with SE teachers in the school. All teachers were supportive of
increasing opportunities for SE students to be in GE settings. Given the resources and
support discussed herein, it appears that the opportunity is at hand for these teachers to
provide leadership in the development of a mainstreaming program that will continue to
inform effective teaching efforts at this school.
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In the comments of teachers there is an additional implication regarding perceptions of
the knowledge base of GE teachers. Although GE teachers expressed a need for staff
development that addresses effective teaching

strategies,

there

was also an

overwhelming need for the presence of a SE co-op teacher in the GE classroom. These
comments suggest that GE teachers prefer the presence of a SE teacher over rethinking
and expanding their knowledge base about teaching. This suggests a lack of
commitment by some teachers to the reconceptualization of the knowledge base of
teaching and a reliance on the SE teacher as specialist. This is not an unusual reaction
from teachers, given that teachers are not customarily expected to question their
knowledge base; however, it does carTy implications for increased integration of SE
popUlations. Given that there will likely be an increased presence of difficult-to-teach
students in schools, and the likelihood that there will be insufficient SE personnel to
accompany all SE students into the mainstream, it seems paramount that GE teachers
begin expanding their knowledge base to include the specialized teaching strategies
currently relegated to SE teachers.

At the same time that GE teachers are undergoing this process, SE teachers are faced
with the task of redefining their role in the school. These teachers have proposed that,
while maintaining specialized placement for some SE students, SE teachers must also
become more visible in the mainstream setting. What was once considered a specialized
and largely segregated field, must now be conceived as an integral part of the school as
a whole. SE teachers will likely be expected to assume the role of advocates for SE
students in GE settings, support personnel for GE teachers and SE students, and
resources of information and knowledge.
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Recommendations for Practice

The following recommendations emerged as a consequence of the findings of this
study.

School-within-a-School Mainstreaming Program.

Effort should be focused on creating opportunities for SE students to have more
participation in GE settings, dependent on each student's needs. A continuum of SE
services should be developed which retains some SE subject matter classes, but further
develops a variety of resource settings, co-op. classes, and student monitoring
programs. Teacher participation in increased mainstreaming should be, for the present
time, limited to those teachers who express interest. The building principal needs to
create a climate where integration is the norm, and participants are rewarded with
smaller class sizes and increased opportunities for in-service education and
collaboration with teachers. Ongoing opportunities must be provided for parents,
administrators, and teachers to discuss issues and contribute to the evaluation and
design of programs. The information and expertise gained in an initial attempt to
increase main streaming can be used at a later time to inform the development of
school-wide policies designed to assist all teachers in accommodating students with
special needs. This information would not be limited to SE students, but would apply to
all students whose needs warrant some form of specialized accommodations.
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A Staff Development Program.

A staff development program should be implemented which provides a range of options
from which teachers can choose. The range could include workshops on teaching and
learning strategies, learning styles, characteristics of students with LD, effective
schools research, classroom management, co-operative teaching, communication and
collaboration skills, leadership, and school change research.

Workshops should be on an ongoing basis throughout the academic year to facilitate
experimentation, reflection, opportunities for communication, and evaluation. Since
teachers express a willingness to design and present staff development workshops
themselves, the opportunity should be provided for teachers to design the content of the
workshops and present the information. An additional benefit of teachers determining
the content of staff development is the collegiality and staff cohesion that can develop
when efforts are undertaken by the staff, and not by outside groups.

Since the data seemed to suggest that GE teachers may VIew the SE teacher as
responsible for utilizing a variety of teaching strategies, it is recommended that all GE
teacher participants be strongly encouraged to engage, to some degree, in the
development of new teaching and learning strategies, rather than allowing GE teachers
to relegate this body of knowledge to a cadre of specialists. If national SE policy should
result in the elimination of SE settings or SE as a separate domain, GE teachers will
need to be prepared to assume the role of learning specialist in the classroom. It would
be advantageous for GE teachers to assume now the role that they may eventually be
forced to take on.
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It is worthwhile to point out that the content of time that teachers spend together in
staff development need not always be defined in advance. Teachers benefit from
opportunities to openly discuss issues and concerns with colleagues, without pressure to
acquire new skills or arrive at immediate solutions.

Increase Teacher-to-Teacher Contact Time.

These teachers exhibit the beginnings of a "collaborative culture". The opportunity
exists to develop a program for increased mainstreaming that has the input of teachers,
students, administrators, and parents. The importance of increasing opportunities for
teachers to work together can not be overstated. These teachers expressed appreciation
for the opportunity to be with colleagues for the hour that they were interviewed for
this study. They appreciated the chance to discuss relevant issues with colleagues who
are knowledgeable about existing conditions and who will be in a position to implement
decisions. Considering the changes that the REI and inclusion movements imply for
schools, it behooves a school to make concerted efforts to remove the barriers that have
traditionally existed between GE and SE, and between teachers in general, in
preparation for the collaboration that will be beneficial under new programs.
Additionally, research and practice have validated the wisdom of allowing participants
total involvement in the process of program design. The administration should,
therefore, provide multiple opportunities for teachers to discuss the implications of
increased mainstreaming, to develop appropriate policies and design programs, and to
build collaborative relationships.
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In addition, the staff, as a whole, needs to openly discuss the implications for SE
personnel, specifically, in an effort to develop support and understanding for those
teachers as they go through a redefining of their role in the context of the school. The
SE department needs to be provided additional time for those teachers to explore the
implications of the change efforts and to negot;iate the changing role of the department.

Changes Within the SE Department.

The SE department has focused primarily on co-op classes and SE content area classes.
Given the potential for national policy changes in SE, it would behoove this school to
begin to develop programs that increase main streaming opportunities for SE students
and that are supported by teachers in the school. Again, it can not be overstated that
teachers must be provided multiple opportunities to collaborate with parents,
administrators, and with each other in addressing the complexities of increased
mainstreaming and in designing appropriate programs. These teachers expressed the
desire for a variety of resource settings, easier access to specialists, and a program to
monitor SE students in GE settings. An effort to replace existing SE content area
classes with resource settings and more co-op classes is strongly encouraged. Changes
in the SE department need not be drastic; small adjustments, such as increasing
main streaming by one hour per day for a limited number of SE students, and offering
one new program in a year, are significant. As Coates (1989) has pointed out, it is
worthwhile to allow GE teachers opportunities to try new teaching strategies with lowachieving students currently in their classes before attempting to increase mainstream to
any large degree.
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SE teachers express some apprehension over resource settings, based in part on lack of
success in previous efforts, and on a lack of sufficient program design. It is
recommended that the SE department develop resource programs that would provide
the following: 1) academic assistance for SE students placed in GE classes; 2) the
presentation of learning strategies to SE students to enhance their success in GE classes;
3) a system for SE and GE teachers to communicate on a regular basis regarding the
academic progress of SE students in GE settings; 4) SE teachers who are readily
available to GE teachers to provide student-specific IEP infonnation, specialized
materials and equipment, adapted curriculum, and teaching strategies; and 5)
monitoring of SE students in GE settings. The design of these programs should be
detennined by GE and SE teachers, as their expertise will likely result in a robust
program design that will stand the test of time. It is recommended that existing
programs (CORE classes, Consultation model, and Advocate programs) in other high
schools in the metropolitan area be reviewed for their contribution to program design.
In response to the suggestion by teachers in this study, it is recommended the one
resource teacher be assigned to each department, to be available to teachers as much of
the day as possible.

In addition, teachers expressed a desire for student-specific infonnation before the
students arrives in the classroom. Teachers desired accurate, detailed information about
student needs, past strategies that have been found to work, the teacher's part in the
IEP, and the identification of a support/resource SE person. It is suggested that a
system be developed where all GE teachers can have ongoing and easy access to SE
personnel who can address these questions.
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Lastly, it is recommended that a student monitoring program be developed to support
SE students in the mainstream setting who are not with a co-op teacher. There needs to

be systematic monitoring of students, communication with parents and teacher, and
regular evaluation of placement, to ensure a student opportunities for success in the
mainstream.

Recommendations for Further Research

1.

The focus group interview format is a credible tool for identifying new topics,
concerns, and constructs. Topics uncovered in the interview can become the basis
from which further qualitative or quantitative research can be done. In this study a
theme emerged which deserves further attention. Research should be conducted in
which teachers are encouraged to challenge their beliefs about the knowledge base
of teaching.

The objective would be to uncover effective ways of convincing

teachers of the efficacy of challenging their beliefs about teaching.

2.

Schools should experiment with different models that would expand the range of
programs typically offered by SE departments. Currently, consultation and
advocate models are being explored. These programs need to be evaluated and
results made available to the general public, and further programs developed.

3.

This study was limited to one high school. A larger-scale study should be done to
determine which of the results discovered here are consistently found with other
groups of high school teachers.
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4.

Schools should experiment with a completely merged system in which programs
are developed which serve all children needing assistance.

The Change Process
An overview of the literature on school change reveals several principal propositions
for creating conditions that support lasting change in schools. These propositions have
been integrated with the findings of this study to suggest an operational model for
implementing the recommendations made herein.

Any attempt to create change in schools must include careful consideration of the
existing culture in which the change must take root and the complex processes
associated with change (Sarason, 1982). Many reform efforts fail because thought was
not given to the norms of behavior present in the school and the affects that the reform
would have on current practices. Cuban (1988) suggests that any change effort begin
with a clear definition of the problem in terms of the amount of organizational change
that is imbedded in the reform effort. He differentiates between first and second order
changes. First order changes address deficiencies in existing policies and practices but
do not affect the existing organizational features. Second order changes alter the
fundamental goals and structure of an organization. One could characterize the increase
in mainstreaming for SE students, with the long-term goal of establishing a merged
system that can address the needs of all students, as a second order change in that the
modifications affect cultural norms, organizational structures, and teacher beliefs. Any
effort of this magnitude necessitates careful planning to ensure the opportunity for
successful reform.
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Many authors have supported the notion that participants who must carry out the
reform effort must be actively involved in the design process of the reform. One of the
principle bases for this belief is the work of Lipsky (1980), who defined a "street level
bureaucrat" as those individuals who are responsible for the implementation of policies.
These professionals exercise considerable discretion in determining how policies will be
carried out and are able to invoke the policy selectively, which can lead to undermining
or supporting the original intentions of the policy writers. This concept illustrates the
importance of having the GE and SE teachers design the policies that will inevitably
fall to them to carry out. When the personnel who must implement a policy are
involved in the design stage, the resulting program has a better chance of fitting within
the operating conditions of the schools in ways that are lasting.

In effect, these

teachers must become the change agents.

Fullan and Stiegelbauer (1991) have also written about the importance of considering
what they call the subjective realities of teachers when attempting any change effort.
Teachers are concerned, at least initially, with how reforms will affect them,
personally, in terms of their investment of time and effort. Many reforms are doomed
because of the failure of reform planners to consider the subjective reality of each and
every individual who will be involved in the implementation process. Two suggestions,
though not, in themselves, a complete solution, are to 1) establish general goals which
can then be made specific by teachers according to their own situation, and 2) utilize

volunta.ry participation, based on the assumption that people who choose to participate
will truly make an effort to implement the change. The importance of allowing GE and
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SE teachers a large degree of responsibility for the design of the reform effort can not
be overstated.

Once a reform is designed, Fullan (1981) points out, there is still the process of
implementation to negotiate. The process is never straight-forward, and reforms are
rarely implemented with absolute fidelity to the original reform objectives. Fullan
(1991) describes the implementation process as "evolutionary" (p. 38) as participants
develop meaning for new goals, materials, or teaching behaviors within the school
context. It is important to remain flexible in the implementation process, so that the
resulting programs have the durabilitY provided by trial-and-error and input from
participants.

To support an effective change effort, an administrator must be able to provide
direction and support. The most crucial resource that can be provided is time for
teachers to develop collaborative relationships, to negotiate the reform effort, to
practice, develop, and master new skills, and to conduct ongoing reflection and
evaluation (Pullan, 1985). Teachers must be provided adequate resources, materials,
and assistance. Teachers in this study appear to be satisfied with materials, but require
readily accessible information regarding SE students and teaching strategies.

Huberman and Miles (1984) found in their studies of large-scale organizational change,
that a necessary condition for successful reform was the existence of outside pressure to
change. The present case may warrant some pressure from administration for GE
teachers to begin the process of rethinking their knowledge base to incorporate the
specialized strategies of SE teachers, and to accommodate SE students in GE classes.
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Pressure for change need not be coercive, but can consist of a clear and concise
direction for change, articulated by the building principal and SE department chair, the
provision of time for staff development and opportunities to plan programs by
interested participants, and rewards for volunteers.

Weatherley and Lipsky (1977) point out the efficacy of providing rewards for personnel
who most closely implement the reform with some degree of fidelity to the objectives.
Rewards can be in the form of recognition, smaller class sizes, and increased time for
collaboration, planning, and staff development. Cohen (1988) seems to support this
proposition because, he points out, teachers are endowed with a great deal of
autonomy, making it relatively easy for teachers to ignore a reform effort that does not
fit with their beliefs.

Research to Practice: A Vignette

If a high school were to implement a merged system of GE and SE as described in this
study and apply the knowledge gained from school change research, one could envision
a school that looks quite different from standard practices. In such a school, one would
notice no distinction of students as SE or non-SE. All students in need would be
evaluated by a "Child Study" team based on identification of difficulties, strengths and
needs. An informed group of GE teachers, SE teachers, administrators, and parents
would provide information and suggestions to classroom teachers, and design a
program suited to the student's needs, choosing from a variety of options, such as
tutoring, vocational programs, crisis intervention, specialized pull-out classes, co-op
classes, resource assistance, and student monitoring programs.
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A visitor to this school would find a cadre of teachers, both GE and SE, known as
learning specialists or co-op teachers, or, perhaps, master teachers. She would see these
teachers meeting weekly with small groups of students during conference times, within
the normal school schedule, and monthly with each other to evaluate existing programs,
and to discuss relevant research findings and programs being implemented at other
schools. University researchers would be seen on campus, actively participating in
research projects with classroom teachers. Every teacher would be continually engaged
in some form of professional development.

GE teachers would be seen consulting regularly With SE teachers regarding specific
student histories, assistance with home contacts, teaching strategies, materials, adapted
curriculum, current research findings, academic assistance with particular students, and
a variety of forms of collaboration on classroom instruction.

SE teachers would serve in various capacities, including co-operatively teaching with
GE teachers, meeting with GE teachers and students on a consultation basis, monitoring
students' progress, and teaching specialized classes. Specialized classes would have a
limited number of students and be focused on learning strategies and directed
instruction, with the explicit objective of preparing students for the mainstream setting

if, and when, appropriate. A SE teacher's functions would be detennined largely by
choice. One teacher may teach all specialized classes, while another would divide a
typical school day between monitoring students' progress, and consulting with
classroom teachers on strategies and curriculum modifications.
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One would get a sense that this school has developed a culture of tolerance, flexibility,
and collegiality. It would be clear that the building principal had empowered teachers
to become problem-solvers in the expectation of meeting the needs of students in ways
that are effective and sustainable, and had encouraged teachers to continually expand
their understanding of the practice of teaching.
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APPENDIX A

INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS, INTERVIEW PROMPT
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General Educator Interview Protocol
1.

What concerns do you have about students with LD m the regular education
setting?

2.

What suggestions would you make to improve the delivery of SE services at this
school?

3.

What specific in-service/staff development would assist you in your efforts to
integrate students with LD into the regular setting?

4.

What specific resources (personnel, texts, tutors, time, information, etc.) would
you consider useful in a program designed to integrate students with LD?

5.

What is your understanding of what a learning disability is? Do you feel it is a
legitimate category of SE?
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Special Educator Interview Protocol

1. What concerns do you have about students with LD in the regular education setting?

2. What suggestions would you make to improve the delivery of SE services at this
school?

3. What specific in-service/staff development would assist you in your efforts to
integrate students with LD into the regular setting? What staff development would
be beneficial for GE teachers?

4. What specific resources (personnel, texts, tutors, time, information, etc.) would
you consider useful in a program designed to integrate students with LD?
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Interview Prompt
Currently a proposition is being advanced within the U.S. Department of Education
that recommends major changes in the manner in which low-achieving students are
being identified and served within the country's public schools. This proposition is
called the Regular Education Initiative. The REI calls for special education and regular
education teachers to assume a shared responsibility for all students and to decrease
reliance on pull-out special education programs and utilize regular classes for placement
of mildly disabled students.
Proponents of the REI argue that main streamed students will experience a more
normalized social climate and have opportunity for exposure to the same curriculum as
their peers. Moreover, they argue that the traditional special education model, pull-out
programs, has not proved to be any more effective than the regular education
classroom, and is extremely costly and stigmatizing. The REI proposes that, with
increased training in classroom management and use of instructional strategies, and the
support of a specia) education team, regular education teachers will be increasingly able
to meet the needs of main streamed students in the regular classroom setting.
Given this set of conditions, I will ask you to assume with me today that there will be
an increase in mildly handicapped students placed in regular classes. I have specifically
targeted for this project those students labeled Learning Disabled. The questions I will
ask you are about this group only.
Having agreed on this assumption, I would like to ask you what kinds of changes need
to happen in order to made a mainstreaming program of this type work?
I would like to stress that it is not the intention here to reach any kind of consensus,
but, rather, to illuminate your opinion on the subject of increased integration and the
programs required to support such an effort. Your responses will be treated with
complete anonymity and confidentiality, outside of this interview session.
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APPENDIX B

SAMPLE CODED INTERVIEW SEGMENT
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notice, I mean, the only thing that comes to my mind with Gayle, there was one kid
who worked very well as long as we never asked her to do more than three
problems. Beyond that the brain cells seemed to tie up in knots and she couldn't do
any more than that so if you were grading her on whether she got ten problems right
or not, it was going to be an F. Not that she didn't understand iL She could
understand it, she just couldn't do more than three. Therefore, she couldn't take a
normal test. I didn't understand that, did not know that, and were it not for GaYle'sa
help, would not have understood that So, this is the kind of example of the kind of
things... 1 know there's unknowns that 1 would have to deal with, that 1 don't know
what they are.

I..1)

~

~

I: What could you imagine somtone from a SE department could come ~ teach you?
0: What are the techniques that fit and help the r.~s of the .. and the particular styleS]
•~ ~
of kids who are LO. What can 1 do that's different, either for the whole class, in ~ U
terms of presentation, or that's different for one student, that'll help me reach that
student and help them achieve their actua1 potential.
I: OJcay, and anyone else. We don't have to necessarily go in round-robin.
T: Well, it's important, 1 think that the teachers in general realize that LD is not
remediation. So, in that sense, there needs to be no alteration. And a lot of dealing
with alternative learning styles, I don't think makes much difference if you're
dealing with LO or regular students, people have different learning styles. The only
thing, if you have a learning disability, some things become inpossible to do. So
has to be accounted for and that can either, the classroom has to know how to deal
with that or there has to be some sort of resource outside of that to deal with that
When 1 was in school I could not read a paragraph. And when 1 was learning how to
read, 1 would have to use my finger when I would ma1ce an effort to read and the
teacher would come over and slap my hand. Obviously, what it achieved was, it
achieved not me taking the finger away to learn how to read, it achieved me taking
the finger and not reading at all, and not even making an attempt to learn to read
because she did not know an appropriate strategy to teach me how to read. And
that's the type of thing we need teachers to become sensitive to. What type of
strategy are you going to use that will work?
I: So you would like some training on a variety of strategies?
T: Yes.
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D: And, if I can throw in a concern tl"ut arises for me, then, is that there are teachers)
~
who will say the hell with it Will not even try to do anything different or listen to ~
accomodation strategies, or whatever, and those kids will be served poorly.
I: What would you suggest be done about that?
D: Well, I would suggest that the program be seriously reconsidered.
I: In what way?
D: Let's not throw out the baby with the bath water. Let's not say they should be moreJ
and more mainstreamed and in more and more classes. Either select teachers into
rY
which classes students should be mainstreamed and say only teachers who exhibit lfY'
willingness and have been through some inservice or at least exhibit willingness. I
just thin%: that there are some teachers who will not. ••
T: Actually, I'm a little bit more radical because I think that that's pan of teaching and
if the teacher doesn't want to accept LD stUdents into their class, then I don't think
that they should be teaching. You're discriminating. It's like saying, well, gee, I
don't want to have any of those negro students in my class. It's the same sort of
thing. I can see it if you're dealing with developmentally disabled. That's a whole
different area. If you're dealing with emotionally disabled, that's a whole different
area, where it's going to•.. one would require an alternate curriculum, the other
would require alternate controls in the class. But somebody who just has a learning
disability, I don't think a teacher has the right to refuse them and should not be
coddled if they do. They should be thrown out
I: Okay. And Mary, what do you think about training.
M: Okay. We)), first of all, I have a Master's in Special Ed, so in tenns of training
wi~ r'j
I would personally seek, I feel like I have the background that I need as a
mainstream teacher to work with SE kids. I really like Tim's remarlc about some
things becoming impossible to do and I think that that's something that's really
important to keep in mind with that population of LD kids. I don't see it as a '.O~J~
continuum, that you need to do a little more of X to get to that kid. It's like, they
get to that block, again, your example was really good, David, that three problems,
and then that's all that they could do, or Tim's description of the reading difficul
that you had. And so that teachers have strategies to know what to do when things
become impossible to do. I would also like to echo David's sentiment, too, not thatl /
we shouldn't all be willing and have to have those kids in our room, but that I think
there are certain kinds of kids that are not going to be better served in the
mainstream classes and I think it's a real detriment to.•• that's what concerns me

uP""1l
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